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A case study was performed in 2000 and 2001 to characterize the thermal

pattern of four morphologically similar eastern Oregon streams and to identify the

physical and environmental factors that expressed significant and functionally

viable relationships with stream temperature (daily maximum, daily minimum and

daily rate of heating). Stream and environmental attributes were measured at

various locations along each stream to provide a data set comprised of variables

representing daily stream temperatures (minimum, maximum and rates of heating),

daily air temperatures (minimum and maximum), shade, elevation, elevation

change and length. Data from the 20 hottest days were analyzed using analysis of

variance and regression-based path analysis.

With the exception of those reaches that were influenced by groundwater or

subsurface flow, downstream reaches consistently experienced increases in the

daily maximum stream temperature. The most significant parameter with respect

to daily maximum stream temperature appeared to be reach elevation; expressed

through reach location in the watershed. Maximum air temperature also positively
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influenced maximum stream temperature however, only on streams that expressed

significant variation in maximum air temperature. The dominant influence of

groundwater on maximum stream temperature was also apparent.

Significant reach level variation in daily minimum stream temperatures was

not observed in this study, however most streams did record increases in the

downstream direction. Daily minimum air temperature was consistent across all

streams in expressing the most significant relationship with daily minimum stream

temperature.

With the exception of groundwater influenced reaches, all streams exhibited

obvious downstream increases in the daily rate of stream heating. Daily minimum

air temperature consistently exhibited a significant negative association with the

rate of heating and a relationship was also implied between reach elevation,

maximum stream temperature and minimum stream temperature and this stream

temperature response. Groundwater and subsurface flow, when present, also

appeared to influence the daily rate of stream heating.

Resource management activities should have little impact on the parameters

found, on these streams, to be associated with stream temperature. Location in the

watershed and climatic influence through both minimum and maximum air

temperatures emerged as the dominant factors with respect to stream thermal

patterns.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND PHYSICAL FACTORS
ON THE THERMAL PATTERNS OF HEAl) WATER STREAMS

INTRODUCTION

Stream temperature is an important component of aquatic ecosystem

function; it regulates energy flow and trophic processes and can directly impact fish

metabolism, development and activity (Beschta et al. 1987). Through changes in

stream channel shape, alterations in watershed and stream level hydrological

regimes and modifications to riparian vegetation, stream temperature is also an

attribute over which resource management may have a significant influence.

Recognizing the importance of water temperature, government regulatory agencies

have legislated stream temperature standards to prevent aquatic ecosystem

degradation. For example, in the state of Oregon the stream temperature standard

for general salmon and trout use is 17.8°C (64°F). This standard was implemented

to protect salmon and trout during the warm summer months (Boyd and Sturdevant

1996).

Understanding the parameters significant in generating stream temperature

is important where resource management goals and legislation include stream

temperature criteria. This study was initiated to broaden our understanding of the

factors that control stream temperature. An improved understanding of the thermal

processes in lotic systems will assist regulators in developing appropriate stream

temperature criteria and landowners and resource managers in developing and
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implementing management strategies appropriate for specific stream temperature

objectives.

The objectives of this study were: (1) To characterize the thermal pattern of

four low discharge streams and to identify the physical and environmental factors

that expressed significant and functionally viable relationships with the daily

maximum stream temperature, daily minimum stream temperature and daily rate of

stream heating; and (2) To characterize the differences in any relationships

identified through objective (1) that were observed between streams that exist in

differing biogeographical settings.



LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

Complex interactions between the numerous parameters that influence the

temperatures of running water make it difficult to understand the processes that

drive a streams theuiial pattern. To minimize the complexity, these factors are

often broadly categorized based on environmental or physical characteristics. For

example, Smith and Lavis (1975) classify stream temperature influencing variables

based on their association with the atmospheric environment or the topographic

environment, while Ward (1985) utilizes insolation, climate, and hydrology to

characterize these parameters. It is the environment through which a stream flows

combined with its geomorphic attributes that regulates the net stream heat flux and

thus determines its thermal pattern. The theiiiial environment surrounding a stream

can be described by local climate, shade and solar radiation, atmospheric radiation

and elevation while the stream characteristics of depth, width, gradient, discharge,

source water and charmel substrate also affect theiiiial dynamics.

Ward (1985) defines a streams thermal pattern as the spatial and temporal

gradient of its temperature. A thermal pattern can be described in teiiiis of the

daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly variations in stream temperature and includes

the maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and the rate of heating relative

to time, distance, or elevation. Streams typically exhibit temperature cycles that

are expressed across diurnal and annual time scales (Ward 1985). Smith and Lavis

3
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(1975) present an annual cycle typical of streams in the Northern Hemisphere

where the average maximum monthly temperature occurs in the summer months

while the average minimum monthly temperatures are expressed through the

winter. Daily maximum stream temperatures lag slightly behind maximum air

temperatures and are typically expressed in the afternoon while minimum daily

stream temperatures generally occur late at night or in the early morning (Boyd and

Sturdevant 1996).

The following literature review describes existing research and knowledge

of the parameters and processes involved in generating stream thermal patterns.

ENERGY TRANSFER

Heat, as defined by Giancoli (1985), refers to the energy that is transferred

from one body to another in response to a temperature differential. Thus, changes

in stream temperature are a phenomenon of energy transfer. There are several

methods of energy transfer that occur within a column of water. A body of water

exchanges heat with its surroundings primarily at the air/water interface by

processes involving short and long-wave radiation, convection, conduction and

evaporation (Edinger et al. 1968 and Sinokrot and Stefan 1993). Groundwater

inflow/outflow and streambed conduction are also important processes influencing

the heat flux within a stream (Boyd and Sturdevant 1996 and Adams and Sullivan

1989).
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Conductive heat transfer occurs as a result of molecular collisions. For

example, as one end of an object is heated, the molecules increase in speed causing

collisions with their slower moving neighbors. During these collisions, energy is

transferred to the slower particles causing an increase in their speeds; this chain of

energy transfer to adjacent molecules continues in a direction away from the

original heat source (Giancoli 1985). Conduction between two bodies requires

contact and in stream systems, heat exchange through conduction occurs across the

water/ streambed interface (Boyd and Sturdevant 1996, Adams and Sullivan 1989

and Brown 1969).

Heat exchange by convection is a process where heat is transferred by the

mass movement of molecules from one place to another (Giancoli 1985). The

rising of heated air is an example of convection. Some authors describe heat

transfer at the air/water interface as conduction (Edinger et al. 1968), however

conduction in liquid materials is a form of convection and several authors use this

convention for describing heat transfer at the air/water interface (e.g. Boyd and

Sturdevant 1996, Adams and Sullivan 1989 and Sinokrot and Stefan 1993). This

convention will be followed throughout this report. Through convection, energy

can be transferred from the air to the stream or the stream to the air with the

direction dependant on the temperature gradient between them.

Heat flux through evaporation also occurs at the water/air interface and, like

convection, is strongly influenced by air and water temperature gradients as well as

wind speed (Edinger et al. 1968). Evaporation, however is a cooling process where
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energy is released from the stream during the transformation of liquid water to

water vapor. The energy required to change from a liquid to gaseous state is

termed the latent heat of vaporization, and for water it is considered to be 2260

KJ!kg (Giancoli 1985). Evaporation is driven by the vapor pressure potential

between the air immediately above the surface of the water and the bulk colunm of

air above the stream (Adams and Sullivan 1989). These vapor pressures are

determined by the air temperature and relative humidity (Adams and Sullivan

1986).

Radiation is a process that involves the transfer of heat in the absence of

matter and consists primarily of electromagnetic waves (Giancoli 1985). There are

two types of radiation relevant to stream heating, short wave solar radiation and

long wave radiation. Direct solar radiation consists of the portion of solar radiation

that moves through the atmosphere unimpeded while diffuse radiation is comprised

of solar radiation that is scattered by water vapor or other particles as it travels

through the atmosphere (Boyd and Sturdevant 1996). Water is not a good absorber

of short wave radiation, however, as suggested by Adams and Sullivan (1989) short

wave radiation can pass through the water and be absorbed by the chaimel materials

which subsequently release this energy to the stream through conduction.

Conversely, water readily absorbs long wave radiation (Adams and Sullivan 1989)

which is emitted from a variety of sources, including the atmosphere and vegetation

(Larson and Larson 1996 and Boyd and Sturdevant 1996). Although the primary

source of all heat energy is solar radiation, long wave radiation is also emitted



during non-daylight hours and can add to the heat load of a stream during this

period (Boyd and Sturdevant 1996). As a cooling mechanism, the stream also

emits long wave radiation into the atmosphere and these emissions are positively

influenced by stream temperature (Edinger et al. 1968 and Adams and Sullivan

1989). Vegetation may impede this cooling mechanism (Zwieniecki and Newton

1999).

The energy content of a stream can be altered by the intr6duction of water at

a different temperature (Brown 1969). Energy flux through the movement of water

at different temperatures is termed advection. Advective processes can heat or cool

existing stream flow and are often in response to precipitation, tributary streams or

groundwater inflow (Brown 1969). Brown et al. (1971) stated that the magnitude

of response in stream temperature through advection is proportional to the

discharge of the introduced water. For example, small tributaries must have much

higher stream temperatures before they can positively influence a larger main

stream.

Heat transfer through the processes described above can be represented by

an energy budget where the net rate of heat exchange between the stream and

environment is the total energy absorbed by the stream minus the energy emitted or

lost from the stream (Edinger et al. 1968). Several authors have developed

numerical models to predict or describe stream temperatures based on the energy

budget concept (e.g. Stevens et al. 1975, Adams and Sullivan 1989, Sinokrot and

Stefan 1993, and Mohseni and Stefan 1999). These models include terms for solar

7
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radiation, long wave radiation flux, evaporation, conductive heat flux, convective

heat flux as well as the heat content of the water entering and leaving the reach.

The degree of importance of each term within this energy balance at any given time

is determined by the thermal conditions of both the stream and environment

through which it flows. As described above, energy transfer processes rely on the

existence of thermal gradients between air and water or stream chaimel and water,

vapor pressure gradients or on stream temperature. Solar radiation and long wave

radiation absorption by the stream, however, do not rely on any existing thermal

conditions (Edinger et al. 1968).

The thermal equilibrium concept described by Edinger et al. (1968) is

useful in illustrating the direction of energy flux within a stream at a point in time.

The equilibrium temperature is the air temperature at which the net rate of heat

exchange between the stream and surrounding environment would be zero.

Through the energy transfer processes, stream temperature is constantly shifting

toward the equilibrium temperature however the equilibrium temperature is also

dynamic responding to changes in atmospheric conditions. Stream temperature

crosses the equilibrium temperature twice per day, once when the stream changes

from heating to cooling and again when it changes from cooling to heating

(Edinger et al. 1968).

Understanding the physical processes involved in heat transfer partially

explains the thermal patterns exhibited in lotic systems. Although the mechanisms

of energy flux are continuously active, the individual contribution of any particular



process to the net heat flux varies with changes in local climate, stream channel

morphology, shade, and groundwater inflow/outflow.

AIR TEMPERATURE

Air temperature may be important in deteiinining stream temperature. Due

to its significance in many heat exchange mechanisms and its importance in

determining equilibrium temperature, air temperature can provide a reasonable

index of water temperature (Smith and Lavis 1975). St-Hilaire et al. (2000) discuss

several stream temperature prediction models that exploit this relationship. Stream

and air temperatures generally follow similar patterns across temporal scales (i.e.

diurnal or seasonal), however, as a result of the high specific heat of water, a lag in

the expression of maximum stream temperature relative to maximum equilibrium

temperature is exhibited (Ward 1985 and Edinger et al. 1968). Edinger et al.

(1968) report maximum 6-hour diurnal lags while seasonal lags were exhibited

within a time frame of a few days.

Several studies express the strong correlation between water temperature

and air temperature. For example, McRae and Edwards (1994) studying

temperature patterns on streams in northern Wisconsin found that air temperature

accounted for an average of 63% of the variability in lagged water temperature.

Air temperature values were based on the maximum coefficient of determination

for the water/air relationship selected from a series of values lagged by successive

1-hour intervals. A study near John Day, Oregon, investigating relationships

9
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between stream temperature and several stream and environmental characteristics

found slope and air temperature combined accounted for about 82% of the variation

in stream temperatures (Maloney et al. 1999). Meays (2000) studying four streams

in eastern Oregon also reported strong associations between stream temperature and

atmospheric conditions. When developing a model to investigate the basic physics

of stream heating Adams and Sullivan (1989) found local air temperature to be the

single most important parameter influencing the daily mean stream temperature at

locations lower in the watershed.

Some reports suggest reduced or even negligible influence of air

temperature over stream temperature. Brown (1969), states that heat exchange at

the air/water interface through evaporation and convection play only a minor role in

establishing the temperature of a small exposed stream. Beschta and Taylor (1988)

studying trends in stream temperature data in Oregon found that maximum air

temperature decreased slightly while stream temperatures were generally increasing

over a 30-year period. Negligible wind velocity directly above the stream (Brown

1983) and the poor conductivity of air (Boyd and Sturdevant 1996) are credited

with limiting the heat transfer across the air/water interface via convection and

evaporation.

Stream size and location within the watershed may be significant factors in

determining the relative importance of atmospheric conditions in the energy flux

process (Adams and Sullivan 1989). Solar radiation may drive stream thermal

patterns in small streams or in headwater reaches of larger rivers, however, in
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downstream portions where the stream temperature approaches equilibrium

temperature, air temperature appears to exert a greater influence on stream theiiiial

patterns (Adams and Sullivan 1989 and Mohseni and Stefan 1999). This

observation may be due to the significant contribution of air temperature in

determining the equilibrium temperature (Edinger et al. 1968). Streams at high

temperatures are also less responsive to increased energy input as the rate of heat

loss through evaporation and long wave radiation emission increases with

increasing stream temps (Mohseni and Stefan 1999 and Brown et al 1971).

Mohseni and Stefan (1999) also note that linear relationships often observed

between stream and water temperature appear to decay at higher and lower air

temperatures. They suggest that linear relationships may only be accurate at

moderate air temperatures around 0 - 20°C.

CHANNEL MORPHOLOGY

Stream channel form and structure can have a significant influence over the

temperature regime of a stream. There are a variety of morphological attributes

that can be observed within a stream channel (see Rosgen 1996), however channel

width and depth are most often discussed relative to stream temperature. Few

studies have explicitly investigated the impacts of width or depth on stream

temperature rather, many observations have been made incidental to the main

hypotheses and implicit within stream volume.
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Investigating the impacts of forestry on stream heating, Brown (1969)

suggests that shallower streams may have increased solar radiation absorption by

the stream bed and that subsequent energy transfer from the channel to the stream

can add to the stream heat load particularly later in the day. Adams and Sullivan

(1989) reference stream depth as the most important geometric parameter for

energy transfer processes. By modulating direct solar energy inputs, depth may

effect the magnitude of daily stream temperature fluctuations (Adams and Sullivan

1989).

Increases in stream width and attendant expansion of stream surface area

can also result in increased stream heat load. Exposure of a greater stream surface

area results in an increase in the amount of energy exchange occurring between the

stream and its environment (Boyd and Sturdevant 1996 and Brown 1985). Beschta

et al. (1987) stated that, under a regime of fixed energy input, changes in stream

temperature are directly proportional to changes in surface area. Thus, wider

streams are likely to absorb more energy.

The effects of stream channel width and depth on water temperature can be

conceptualized by assuming a constant discharge. Under these conditions,

increases in width are associated with the necessary decrease in depth; the inverse

relationship is also true. Thus, wider shallower streams are more responsive to

changes in environmental conditions. Brown's (1970) simplified model of stream

temperature prediction incorporates both width and depth through a term for the
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cross sectional area and implies a direct relationship between temperature change

and cross sectional area.

DISCHARGE VOLUME

Stream discharge is a function of stream velocity and cross sectional area

and can be described by the equation (Morisawa 1968)

QVA (1)

The feature of stream discharge that is significant relative to stream heating is water

volume. Stream flow volume has been identified as one of the most important

hydrological variables influencing the thermal regime of a stream (Ward 1985,

Boyd and Sturdevant 1996 and Smith and Lavis 1975). Brown (1985), Beschta et

al. (1987) and Gu et al. (1999) report an inverse relationship between stream

temperature change and water volume for a given rate of heat input. Lenk and

Saenger (2000) captured a sudden rise in stream discharge due to heavy rainfall and

found that higher discharge resulted in a drop in mean stream temperature and a

reduction in daily temperature amplitudes. Gu et al. (1999) investigating stream

discharge / temperature relationships in isolation of weather suggest that the

primary impact of stream discharge on water temperatures is in the moderation of

the diurnal amplitude. The authors did not find a significant effect of flow on daily

mean temperature. Adams and Sullivan (1989) also note that flow volume affects

the response time of the stream to changes in environmental conditions.
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The importance of stream flow volume to thermal patterns resides in the

thermal capacitance of water. Specific heat can be described as the amount of heat

required to raise 1 kg of a substance 1°C (Giancoli 1985). The specific heat of

water is 4180 J/kg °C, thus more energy is required to effect a change in water

temperature for each increase in water volume. The high specific heat of water

explains the thermal buffering capacity of large stream flow volumes when

compared to smaller volumes experiencing similar thermal energy input. McRae

and Edwards (1994) found small streams to be very responsive to changes in air

temperature while channels with higher volumes showed lower rates of heating.

GROUND WATER INFLOW/OUTFLOW

In-stream advective processes resulting from the influx of cool groundwater

generally ameliorate the impacts of additional heat energy gained through

environmental exposure. Significant additions of cool groundwater effectively

reduce the initial heat content of the stream creating a lowered thermal condition on

which environmental energy sources must act.

Smith and Lavis (1975), assessing two streams in England found that inputs

from sub-surface flows mediated stream temperature during low flow in both

winter and summer conditions. The authors reported that ground water input could

reduce stream temperatures by 4 - 5 °C within 300 m. Mosely (1983),

investigating temperature changes of streams in New Zealand, conclusively states

that the emergence of cool water from below the surface of the riverbed depresses
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daytime temperatures and also reduces the daily temperature variation when

compared to similar channels without ground water inputs. Stringham et al. (1998)

evaluating stream temperature response to subirrigiation of adjacent hay meadows

in Oregon found that stream temperatures were moderated by the input of thermally

constant subsurface water. The ability of ground water inputs to mitigate stream

waiining suggests that subsurface inflow may account for the poor correlation

found between air and water temperature in streams with a dominant groundwater

influence (McRae and Edwards 1994).

Groundwater interaction can also be involved in increasing stream

temperatures. The loss of water in influent streams will cause a reduction in stream

flow volume which, as described previously, reduces the streams thermal capacity.

Constanz (1998) suggests that a reduction in water viscosity corresponding to

increased water temperature results in an increase in the infiltration rate through the

streambed. For losing streams, he concludes that reduced stream flows facilitate

increased afternoon stream temperatures which in turn induce increased stream

flow losses, leading to greater increases in both stream temperature and stream flow

loss. Stream temperature has a negligible effect on the stream bed hydraulic

conductivity in gaining streams as the cooler temperature ameliorates the heat flow

into the streambed.
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SHADE

Solar radiation can contribute significantly to the net heat load of running

waters (Brown 1969, Brown and Krygier 1967, Beschta 1997 and Boyd and

Sturdevant 1996). Shade intercepts direct solar radiation and prevents it from

reaching the surface of the earth (Larson and Larson 1996). Thus, shade alleviates

the immediate contributions of direct solar radiation to water temperature on

streams where this energy source is significant. Although most research

investigating the effects of shade has focused on riparian vegetation, the general

insolative characteristics of a stream are also imbedded within stream attributes of

orientation, aspect and gradient as well as valley geomorphology (Ward 1985 and

Smith and Lavis 1975). Riparian vegetation is one aspect of stream shade over

which land management has a large amount of control and the influence of riparian

vegetation removal within the context of overall stream shade is an important

consideration when making land use decisions.

In developing a stream temperature prediction model, Brown (1969) noted

that net thermal radiation was the predominant source of theiinal energy for the

stream. However, in recognition of the significance of solar radiation this model

was revised using incident heat load as its only energy parameter (Brown 1970).

Although the revised model does not account for the heat sink properties of

bedrock substrate or the thermal nature of pools, the model was able to predict the

maximum temperature change expected by fully exposing a small stream to within

2 - 30 F (Brown 1972). Younus et al. (2000) in their modelling efforts also found
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short-wave radiation to be the dominant heat budget component for streams in

upland agricultural watersheds.

Brown and Krygier (1967) found the diurnal temperature range during

August increased by 14° F and the mean maximum temperature in September was

raised by 14° F within 1 year after clearcutting along small streams (discharge of

<0.1 cfs) in Oregon. Reporting on these same streams, Brown and Krygier (1970)

evaluated long-term stream temperature changes. They report that clearcutting

raised the maximum temperature 28° F from 57° F pre-logging to 85° F post

logging. Brown and Krygier (1970) also report that daily minimums in the clearcut

watershed were similar to the daily maximums of the un-logged control watershed.

They attribute this observation to the inability of nocturnal back radiation and

convection at cooling the stream. The effects observed on the clearcut watershed

were reduced over time apparently because of riparian vegetation regrowth. A

patch cut watershed that retained a riparian buffer strip did not alter the

temperatures when compared to the un-logged control (Brown and Krygier 1970).

Several other authors report the effectiveness of buffer strips at reducing stream

temperature increases associated with logging (e.g. Beschta et al. 1987, Brown et

al. 1971 and Zwieniecki and Newton 1999). Brown and Krygier (1970) state that

the stream temperature differences within a watershed can be explained in terms of

shade differences.

Swift and Messer (1971) investigating stream temperature response to

vegetation removal in small Appalachian streams surmised that large increases in
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temperature can be expected when streams are exposed to direct solar radiation.

They found increases in maximum stream temperature ranging from 190 F to 2° F

across 6 different logging treatments and found the increases were sustained in

some cases up to 8 years. They also associated the magnitude of the increase with

the level of vegetation removal. Feller (1981) exploring stream temperature

response to clear cutting in British Columbia concludes that clear cutting

significantly altered the temperature regimes of the study streams. The maximum

summer temperatures on the logged streams went from 16.1° C and 16.7° C pre

logging to 2 1.8° C and 20.3° C post logging while in the un-logged control during

the same time period the maximum summer temperature went from 15.2° C to

17.0° C. In Northwest Oregon, Harr and Fredriksen (1988) found annual maximum

stream temperatures increased 2-3° C after logging, however they report that these

increases had disappeared in response to vegetation regrowth within 3 years.

Heat gained through increased stream exposure to direct solar radiation may

exhibit cumulative effects downstream of the reduced shade location. Beschta and

Taylor (1988) found cumulative effects of forest harvesting to be significant in

explaining the increases in maximum stream temperature observed over a 30 year

time period, Increased harvesting levels were associated with increased maximum

temperatures. Brown et al. (1971) stated that heat energy gained in exposed

reaches is stored within the stream rather than dissipated downstream, implying

that downstream thermal regimes are initiated at a higher temperature as a result of

upstream shade removal. However, analyses that incorporate stream temperature



signatures derived from natural warming trends, do not show stream temperature

increases beyond what would normally be expected downstream of logging activity

(Zwieniecki and Newton 1999). These researchers reject the hypothesis that shade

removal leads to a persistent accumulation of stream heat 30Dm downstream of the

shade disturbance.

As discussed in previous sections, not all researchers feel that solar

radiation is the dominant energy source in stream heating. For example, Larson

and Larson (1996) reason that shade will yield only limited benefit to reducing

stream temperatures in many situations. Adams and Sullivan (1989) offer rationale

for these disparate views. They suggest that in lotic systems two thermal

conditions can occur, the transient phase and the equilibrium phase. The transient

period occurs when the stream temperature is raised or lowered from its initial

temperature, and presumably could include the theiiiial transition reaches described

by Zwieniecki and Newton (1999). The authors suggest that direct solar radiation

will dominate the heat flux during the thermal transition phase, however with the

exception of its influence on local air temperature, solar radiation is not as

influential in deteiiiiining the mean daily stream temperature at stream temperatures

near equilibrium. They do suggest, however, that solar radiation can influence the

daily variation in stream temperatures and, even under constant mean air

temperature conditions, may raise the daily maximum stream temperature. Adams

and Sullivan (1989) suggest that research identifying solar radiation as dominant in

stream heat flux is often performed on streams during the initial transient period,
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while those studies reporting a strong relationship between stream temperature and

air temperature are performed on streams after the transient phase.

CONCLUSION

This review demonstrates the inherent complexity surrounding stream

thermal regimes and reveals the difficulty in determining the relative importance of

the many factors that can influence stream temperature.

Stream temperatures change through the transfer of energy between the

stream and its surrounding environment. Energy transfer processes include

conduction, convection, radiation and advection however the importance of any one

mechanism is influenced by the individual and combined effects of air temperature,

channel morphology, discharge, groundwater interaction, shade and distance from

the watershed divide. Stream thermal character may be described over any length

of stream by using a general warming curve. Variations from this trend can be

characterized as thermally transient and more responsive to energy flux

components not significant in determining the equilibrium temperature.

Conversely, stream temperatures on reaches lower in the watershed and those larger

in size tend to be regulated by the equilibrium temperature. The concept of thermal

transition reaches, located either longitudinally along a stream course or in

association with some thermal disturbance may also explain the variation in

reporting of the factors responsible for the expression of stream temperature found

in the literature.
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It is also important to understand that stream response to energy exposure is

spatially and temporally variable and contingent on the metric used in

characterizing stream temperature (i.e. minimum temperature, maximum

temperature, diel ranges, or averages). Although streams similar in morphology

and discharge may exhibit comparable thermal characteristics within a particular

climate, observations of theiival homogeneity should not necessarily be expected.



STUDY AREA

The four streams used in this study were selected based on their similarities

in discharge and stream channel attributes (Table 1) as well as for their differences

in biogeographies.

Bsk and Lsk creeks are in southeast Oregon located at approximately

42°25 N latitude and 11 8°45' W longitude. These streams drain neighboring

watersheds in the high desert ecological province (Anderson, et al. 1995) and flow

through a landscape dominated by western juniper (Juniperus occidentalis Hook.)

and big sagebrush (Artimisia tridentata Nutt.). The riparian plant community

adjacent these streams exists primarily of scattered willow (Salix spp) patches that

tend to increase in density with elevation. The mean annual temperature in this

area for the period of 1971 - 2000 was 8.39 °C and the average annual precipitation

is 20.27 cm (Oregon Climate Service 2002c).

Grs creek is in northeast Oregon located at approximately 45°45'N latitude

and 117°38' W longitude. This stream flows through the Blue Mountain ecological

province (Anderson et al. 1995) and drains a forest dominated by grand fir (Abies

grandis (Doug!.) Forbes ), ponderosa pine (Pin us ponderosa Dougl.) and Engelman

spruce (Picea engelmanii Parry). Thin leaf alder (Alnus incana (L.) Moench) was

found throughout the riparian shrub community with hawthorn (Cretaegus

columbiana Howell) dominating in the sections with wider valley floors while red

osier dogwood (Cornus stolon i/era Michx.) and mockorange (Philadeiphus lewisii

22
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Pursh.) were present in the narrower valley reaches. The mean annual temperature

in this area for the period of 1971 - 2000 was 8.83 °C and the average annual

precipitation was 61.70 cm (Oregon Climate Service, 2002a).

Gdn creek is in northeast Oregon located at approximately 45°39' N latitude

and 1 17°58' W longitude. Gdn creek exists within the Blue Mountain ecological

province (Anderson et al. 1995) and flows through a forested watershed dominated

by grand fir, ponderosa pine and Engelman spruce. The riparian plant community

adjacent this stream is comprised primarily of thin leaf alder and red osier

dogwood. The mean annual temperature in this area for the period of 1971 - 2000

was 7.94 °C and the mean annual precipitation was 44.20 cm (Oregon Climate

Service, 2002b)

All streams were upper watershed streams flowing through narrow,

relatively confined valleys with limited flood plain development. Pool / riffle

morphology dominated most sections of these streams, however, bed form changed

to a more step pooi morphology in those sections of stream with steeper gradients.



1 - elevation at the top and bottom of the stream section studied.
2 - total length of stream studied.
3 - range of discharges encountered throughout the section of stream studied. See

appendix (Table Al) for a more complete description of discharge.
4 - range of gradients encountered throughout the section of stream studied.
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Table 1. Characteristics of each study stream. Width and depth values are values
that were typically encountered during the sampling season.

Lsk Creek Bsk Creek Grs Creek Gdn Creek

Direction of flow N-S N-S NW-SE N-S

'Elevation (m) 1860 -1580 1980 -1550 1100-840 1040 -920

2Length (m) 2820 5500 5990 4080

Wetted width (m) 1.4 1.0 1.0 2.7

Depth (m) 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.08

3Discharge (m3/sec) 0.02 - 0.03 0.01 - 0.02 0.00 1 0.02 0.004-0.04

4Gradient(%) 7-15% 4-10% 3-5.5% 2-9%

Dominant Substrate gravel gravel gravel/cobble gravel



METHODS

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Each study stream was divided into sampling reaches based on an initial

qualitative assessment of riparian vegetative cover. Although the intent was to

subsequently divide streams based on similarities in channel morphology, the close

association evident between vegetative shade, valley geomorphology and channel

morphology resulted in the discernible changes in channel morphology coinciding

with the observed changes in vegetative cover. Thus, the initial stratification based

on vegetation cover served to divide each stream into sampling reaches. In 2000

and 2001, data corresponding to the following stream temperature related

parameters were collected within each sampling reach: stream temperature, air

temperature, stream discharge, reach gradient, elevation, reach length, stream

width, stream depth and reach shade.

DATA COLLECTION

Temperature

Continuously recording thermistors from the Onset Computer Corporation

were used to record both air and stream temperatures. All thermistors recording

stream temperature and all air temperature thermistors in 200 iwere Stowaway®

XTI loggers, while air temperature loggers used in 2000 were a mixture of

Stowaway® XTI and Hobo® pro RH/Temp loggers. All thermistors used in this
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study were lab tested for accuracy prior to the 2000 and 2001 field season, as

outlined in the Oregon Plan for Salmon and Watersheds (1999).

Data loggers recording stream and air temperature were placed at the

upstream and downstream boundaries of each sampling reach. Two water

temperature loggers were used at each location, however the stream temperature

data used in the analyses were selected from the first working thermistor

encountered during download. Thermistors recording stream temperature were

placed in locations of well-mixed water, at depths that would maintain

submergence throughout the sampling period, and were suspended above the

streambed to prevent contact with channel materials. Loggers were encapsulated in

white PVC waterproof canisters and fixed to rebar pounded into the streambed at

the desired location. For those locations where rebar was not practical, the

thermistors were attached to several steel-pipe weights used to anchor them in

position. All thermistors were programmed to log temperature every hour, on the

hour.

Thermistors recording air temperature were placed within white louvered

radiation shields and fixed to a tree or shrub in a shaded location 1 to 1.5 meters

above ground. Air temperature thermistors were also programmed to log

temperature every hour, on the hour. An air temperature thermistor was not

positioned at the downstream boundary of Gdn creek reach 1, as this section was

originally an inclusion within a larger reach. Thus, the air temperatures utilized in

these analyses were recorded at the upstream boundary of reach 1 and their use was
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justified based on the close proximity, negligible elevation change and similar

topography and vegetation types between the upstream and downstream boundaries

of this reach.

Shade

Shade within each sampling reach was modelled using the Hemiview

hemispherical photography analysis system (Hemiview 2.1, Delta T Devices Ltd).

A Nikon 900 coolpix digital camera equipped with a 180° fisheye lens and

mounted on a self-levelling camera mount was used to acquire the images. Photos

were taken at 15 equally spaced locations along each sampling reach with the

camera positioned in the center of the stream, 0.91 m above the water surface and

oriented north. A sample size of 15 photos was selected based on initial shade

quantification work performed in eastern Oregon using the Hemiview system (W.

C. Krueger, pers. comm., May 2001). 0.91 m above the stream surface was

recommended in the Oregon Plan for Salmon and Watersheds Water Quality

Monitoring: Technical Guidebook (Oregon Plan for Salmon and Watersheds 1999).

The camera was set to infinite focus, flash off, and automatic shutter speed and

aperture settings. At each photo location elevation was recorded while latitude and

longitude, in degrees and minutes, were interpolated between the sampling reach

boundary values using a digital 7.5 minute quad map (http://www.topozone.com!).

Sampling reach boundary latitude and longitudes were acquired using a GPS

system. Lengths used in dividing reaches into 15 sections were taken from USGS
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7.5 minute quad map sheets. As a result of field mapping errors, on a small number

of reaches sampling was either completed prior to the end of the block or too few

samples were collected upon reaching the end of the block. When sampling was

complete prior to the end of the block those samples were accepted as a complete

sample, however when too few measurements were made, midpoints between

existing samples were randomly selected and sampled until the requisite 15 pictures

were taken.

Elevation

Elevation at the upstream and downstream boundary of each sampling reach

was measured using a digital altimeter accurate to within 1 Urn. The altimeter was

calibrated daily with a known elevation reference.

Channel Morphology

Stream channel longitudinal profile was measured in each sampling reach to

determine its gradient. Elevational change across the distance of 4-6 pool riffle

sequences was measured following the protocol outlined by Rosgen (1996). To

effectively capture the general gradient in each sampling reach, 13 to 15

consecutive measurements were normally performed in a run, with 1, 2 or 3 runs

performed in a sampling reach depending on its length. Runs were made along

stream sections thought to represent reach gradient.
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Stream widths and depths required for the calculation of discharge were

also recorded as independent variables. The distance between wetted edges was

recorded as stream width while stream depth was calculated as the average of the

depths encountered at each discharge station along the discharge sampling transect.

Reach lengths were assessed using the measure function in ArcView®

geographic information system. Reach lengths were measured between GPS

located sampling reach boundary points that were overlaid on a USGS 3.75 minute

digital orthophoto quadrangle.

Discharge

Stream discharge was measured using a pygmy flow meter attached to a top

set wading rod and an Aquacalc 5000 digital discharge recorder. Methodology

used followed Harrelson et al. (1994). Discharge measurement locations were

required to be within a straight stream section that maintained adequate flow

velocity to spin the pygmy meter throughout the sampling season. Stream sections

closest to the sampling reach boundaries that met these constraints were used for

discharge measurements in both 2000 and 2001. Measurements were performed at

a depth of 60% of the total depth, measured from the water surface, at stations

occurring every 10 cm along a cross section established perpendicular to flow and

between the wetted widths. Discharge sampling events were generally completed

on a creek within one day however, equipment difficulties required one event on

Lsk creek to be stretched over 2 consecutive days. To obtain the general character
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of diurnal discharge variation, the time of sampling at any particular location was

varied between sampling events. Sampling events however, were not strategically

timed to ensure even distribution of events across the summer, rather most events

occurred later in the season.

Precipitation

One tipping bucket rain gauge equipped with a Hobo® event logger

recording precipitation in 0.25mm intervals was installed along each study stream.

The precipitation gauges were installed near the top of each stream and placed to

ensure that vegetative or topographic interference with the capture of precipitation

was minimized.

DATA ANALYSIS

Data Selection

To fully address the questions of interest, one data set was created for each

stream that incorporated data from the 20 hottest days of each year. The data set

was selected from those days identified as complete, with 24 hourly temperature

measurements at all sampling locations where air temperature thermistors were

located. The set of complete days was further restricted by eliminating days when

thermistor downloads were performed or when precipitation was recorded. The 20

hottest days of each year were identified by calculating the mean of the maximum

daily air temperature over all sampling locations for each complete day, and
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selecting the 20 largest means. The data sets used for both Grs and Gdn creeks

were restricted even further because of stream dry-up events. Streams were

considered dry when stream temperature patterns changed markedly to patterns

similar to that expressed by air temperatures. Grs creek was impacted oniy in 2001

where the data set, owing to creek dry-up and lack of stream heating, was limited to

only 19 days. Gdn creek, however, was impacted by stream dry-up in both 2000

and 2001. As the focus of this study was to investigate stream temperature

differences between stream sections with varying physical and environmental

characteristics, the 20 hottest days data set was selected as a method to control

between day variability. This data selection method also reduced the data sets to a

manageable size. Table 2 shows the range of days used for each stream.

The variables used in these analyses include daily maximum stream

temperature, daily minimum stream temperature, daily rate of stream heating, daily

maximum air temperature, daily minimum air temperature, reach shade, reach

length, mean reach elevation and reach elevation change (Table 3). Whereas the

Table 2. Range of dates used for each stream in each year in these analyses. The
range encompasses the first day through to the last date.

Stream 2000 2001

Lsk 7/11/00 - 9/14/00 6/21/01 - 8/17/01

Bsk 7/12/00 - 9/13/00 6/21/01 - 8/17/01

Grs 7/12/00 - 8/25/00 5/27/0 1 - 7/8/01

Gdn 7/18/00 - 8/7/00 5/26/01 - 7/9/0 1
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daily maximum stream and air temperatures were determined by the first encounter

of the hottest temperature each day, the coldest temperature recorded on the same

day but prior to the expression of the maximum stream temperature was considered

the daily minimum stream or air temperature. Daily rate of stream heating was

determined as the daily maximum stream temperature minus daily minimum stream

temperature divided by the time, in hours, between their occurrences. The

temperature data used in these analyses were from the downstream boundary of

each sampling reach. Mean reach elevation was used to characterize the elevation

of each sampling reach and corresponds to the average elevation of the upper and

lower reach boundary elevations. Elevation change was calculated at the difference

in elevation between the upper and lower reach boundaries. Shade values were

modelled based on a three month period spanning May 22 through August 21. This

interval was chosen to reflect shade occurring during the hot part of the summer

when stream heating is typically maximized. The dates may appear peculiar,

however, they are a product of the unique monthly divisions programmed into the

Hemiveiw software. Shade values used in these analyses were reach averages

derived from the 15 samples taken in each reach. Each sample was an indication of

the amount of total solar radiation, the sum of diffuse and direct radiation, blocked

by the surrounding vegetation and topography. This was calculated as one minus

the global site factor (1 - GSF), where the GSF is an indication of the total amount

of radiation expected at the stream surface.



Table 3. Descriptive statistics for the parameters used in these stream temperature analyses. Temperatures are in °C;
Elevation, elevation change and length are in meters; Shade is amount of total solar radiation blocked; and Rate of
stream heating is a measure of °C/hr.

Lsk
Creek
Reach

Mean

2000 2001

Standard
Deviation

2000 2001

Mean

2000 2001

Standard
Deviation

2000 2001

Standard
Deviation

2000 2001

Elevation, elevation change and length were constant over the study period thus no variability is reported for these constant variables.
2Although variability in shade was detected when sampling, shade values were considered constant for these analyses.
* Reach 1 is the highest elevation reach.

Daily Max Air Temperature Daily Mm Air Temperature Daily Max Stream Temperature----
1 31.29 31.50 1.49 1.59 13.66 13.18 2.40 2.74 11.34 12.90 0.40 0.38
2 31.44 32.44 1.46 1.36 14.63 14.01 2.51 2.87 11.98 14.37 0.47 0.51
3 32.61 32.14 1.73 1.49 14.90 14.18 2.54 2.84 13.39 15.90 0.46 0.57
4 31.62 32.20 1.40 1.41 14.75 14.27 2.68 2.80 13.76 16.43 0.45 0.62
5 33.33 33.54 1.47 1.38 12.04 11.67 3.82 3.12 17.02 21.12 0.70 1.04
6 33.11 33.04 L67 1.40 12.23 10.87 3.82 2.61 20.79 23.95 0.98 1.48

Shade2 Elevation1 Daily Mm Stream Temperature
1 48.09 48.09 31.21 31.21 1840 1840 - 8.28 8.19 0.34 0.40
2 37.40 37.40 29.13 29.13 1805 1805 8.28 8.17 0.42 0.49
3 48.10 48.10 20.31 20.31 1770 1770 8.68 8.56 0.51 0.57
4 15.50 15.50 20.11 20.11 1740 1740 - - 8.82 8.57 0.53 0.63
5 10.12 10.12 17.97 17.97 1690 1690 - - 9.06 8.91 0.73 0.85
6 10.77 10.77 14.04 14.04 1615 1615 - - 9.19 9.09 0.97 1.04

Elevation Change' Length' Daily Rate of Stream Heating
1 40 40 310 310 0.48 0.68 0.09 0.10
2 30 30 180 180 0.52 0.88 0.08 0.12
3 40 40 - - 270 270 - 0.69 1.01 0.10 0.17
4 20 20 - 130 130 - 0.75 1.04 0.12 0.15
5 80 80 - - 830 830 - - 1.03 1.54 0.14 0.24
6 70 70 - - 1100 1100 - 1.40 1.80 0.18 0.27

Mean

2000 2001



Table 3. (Continued)

Bsk
Creek
Reach

Standard
Deviation

2000 2001 2000 2001

Mean
Standard
Deviation

2000 2001 2000 2001

Mean

30.21 31.13 1.39 1.30 8.90 8.67 3.15 2.97
2 30.85 31.16 1.57 1.39 13.01 12.47 3.00 2.29
3 31.72 31.83 1.42 1.46 12.00 12.13 2.74 2.96
4 35.54 1.57 - 11.48 2.47
5 35.11 35.09 1.74 1.63 10.70 9.71 2.70 2.72

Shade2 Elevation1

1 79.98 79.98 9.95 9.95 1945 1945
2 72.75 72.75 15.71 15.71 1855 1855
3 49.24 49.24 15.41 15.41 1755 1755
4 31.46 31.46 7.74 7.74 1645 1645
5 26.01 26.01 5.28 5.28 1565 1565

Elevation Change1 Length1

1 70 70 530 530
2 110 110 - - 1590 1590
3 90 90 - - 850 850
4 130 130 - 1300 1300
5 30 30 1230 1230

Standard
Deviation

2000 2001 2000 2001

16.44
15.97
18.17
22.81
25.43

8.64
10.99
11.71
11.44
11.19

0.90
0.69
0.87
1.44
1.73

Mean

17.07 0.73
16.16 0.46
18.28 0.67
22.19 1.01
24.27 1.26

Daily Mm Stream Temperature
8.66 0.97

10.76 0.90
11.51 0.80
11.47 0.96
11.33 1.13

Daily Rate of Stream Heating

1

Elevation, elevation change and length were constant over the study period thus no variability is reported for these constant variables.
2 Although variability in shade was detected when sampling, shade values were considered constant for these analyses.

0.49
0.56
0.42
0.69
0.77

1.05
0.89
0.73
0.85
0.95

0. l 3
0.11
0.12
0.17
0.23

Daily Max Air Temperature Daily Mm Air Temperature Daily Max Stream Temperature----

0.99 0.10
0.76 0.08
0.89 0.10
1.34 0.14
1.60 0.14



Table 3. (Continued)

Grs
Creek
Reach

Mean

2000 2001

Standard
Deviation

2000 2001

Mean

2000 2001

Standard
Deviation

2000 2001

Mean

2000 2001

Standard
Deviation

2000 2001

Daily Mm Stream Temperature

Daily Max Air Temperature Daily Mm Air Temperature Daily Max Stream Temperature-..-..
1 29.80 25.56 1.56 3.28 7.59 5.51 2.58 3.47 20.70 18.98
2 31.60 27.08 1.61 3.39 7.05 5.05 2.35 3.46 24.18 22.28
3 32.68 - 1.42 - 6.94 - 2.56 25.38 23.47
4 - 29.29 - 3.66 - 6.89 - 3.27 19.35 18.05

Shade2 Elevation'
1 61.80 61.80 19.75 19.75 1065 - 1065 12.68 10.82 1.40 2.29
2 32.71 32.71 11.18 11.18 1015 1015 - 13.12 11.07 1.52 2.54
3 46.06 46.06 24.14 24.14 980 - 980 13.48 12.20 1.37 2.17
4 56.94 56.94 19.37 19.37 900 - 900 - 14.78 12.88 1.18 2.22

Elevation Change' Length' Daily Rate of Stream Heating
70 - 70 840 840 - 0.99 0.96 0.10 0.13

2 30 - 30 750 750 1.34 1.25 0.14 0.20
3 40 - 40 - 2800 - 2800 - 1.50 1.40 0.16 0.28
4 120 120 1600 1600 0.86 0.86 0.19 0.28

Elevation, elevation change and length were constant over the study period thus no variability is reported for these constant variables.
2Although variability in shade was detected when sampling, shade values were considered constant for these analyses.

1.27 1.97
1.32 2.23
1.20 2.32
1.29 1.92



Table 3 (Continued)

Gdn

Reach

Mean

2000 2001

Standard
Deviation

2000 2001

Mean

2000 2001

Standard
Deviation

2000 2001

Mean

2000 2001

Standard
Deviation

2000 2001

Daily Max Air Temperature Daily Mm Air Temperature Daily Max Stream Temperature----
1 29.74 30.73 2.20 2.46 7.16 6.66 2.59 2.55 11.96
2 29.37 29.04 1.99 2.24 8.65 7.87 2.21 2.31 11.76
3 28.59 29.44 3.59 2.85 8.29 7.37 2.20 2.43 16.56
4 29.94 29.92 1.96 2.13 9.57 8.61 2.31 2.52 17.38

Shade2 Elevation' Daily Mm Stream Temperature
1 36.76 36.76 14.20 14.20 1035 1035 - 9.72 8.40 0.17 0.78
2 75.92 75.92 14.35 14.35 1025 1025 9.11 7.97 0.24 0.60
3 72.15 72.15 18.91 18.91 985 985 11.59 10.06 0.84 1.65
4 69.68 69.68 19.81 19.81 935 935 12.54 10.86 0.91 1.96

Elevation Change' Length1 Daily Rate of Stream Heating
1 10 - 10 - 460 460 0.50 0.53 0.16 0.20
2 10 - 10 - 180 180 - 0.51 0.52 0.12 0.13
3 70 70 - 2600 2600 - 0.80 0.90 0.16 0.13
4 30 - 30 - 840 - 840 - 0.68 0.86 0.09 0.10

Elevation, elevation change and length were constant over the study period thus no variability is reported for these constant variables.
2Although variability in shade was detected when sampling, shade values were considered constant for these analyses.

11.46 0.47 0.37
11.10 0.31 0.67
15.91 0.54 1.19
16.89 0.64 1.49
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Reach width, depth and discharge were considered for inclusion as

explanatory variables in these analyses, however, as collection was limited to six

days, and less in some reaches, these data were not utilized because of concerns

with sample size. Furthermore, between reach variability in reach width and depth

was minimal (Table 4) and was not expected produce any meaningful analyses if

modelled.

Originally, reach gradient was expected to be included in the explanatory

variable set that was used to explain the stream temperature responses, however

initial data exploration on Lsk creek discovered significant multicollinearity

problems and identified gradient as a contributing parameter. Further examination

of the variables used in these analyses suggested that, through their physical

relationship, the effect of gradient was inherent within the effects of elevation

change and length. Furthermore, gradient and reach elevation could also contribute

similarly to any model, as reaches found higher in a watershed typically exhibit

steeper gradients. Thus, gradient was removed from the hypothesized path models

as it was felt that much of the variation in the response that gradient could explain

would still be accounted for.

Statistical Analyses

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) combined with least significant differences

(LSD) were used to test for differences between sampling reaches for the responses

of daily maximum stream temperature, daily minimum stream temperature, daily



* Reach width and depth values were calculated by averaging the upstream and
downstream reach boundary measurements for each day sampled.

rate of stream heating, daily maximum air temperature, daily minimum air

temperature and shade. The individual effects of various physical and

environmental parameters on the stream temperature responses were detei ziiined

through the use of path analyses. A posteriori two-way ANOVA investigating the

factors date and reach were perfoiiiied for the responses of daily maximum stream

temperature, daily minimum stream temperature, daily rate of stream heating, daily
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Table 4. Reach mean values for stream wetted width and depth over each year in each
creek.

Wetted Width (m) Depth (m)

Reach 2000 2001 2000 2001

Lsk

1 2.08 1.73 0.04 0.05
2 1.59 1,61 0.04 0.05

3 1.18 1.23 0.05 0.04
4 1.18 1.23 0.05 0.04

5 1.14 1.16 0.05 0.05
6 1.24 1.18 0.07 0.05

Bsk

1 1.10 1.17 0.07 0.07
2 1.17 1.16 0.05 0.06
3 1.27 1.18 0.06 0.06
4 1.38 1.36 0.07 0.09
5 1.30 1.35 0.08 0.11

Grs

1 0.99 1.04 0.06 0.05
2 1.01 1.08 0.06 0.04
3 1.08 1.13 0.05 0.05
4 1.39 1.18 0.07 0.09

Gdn

1 1.90 2.57 0.06 0.08
2 2.87 3.18 0.09 0.12
3 1.77 2.91 0.04 0.10
4 3.27 2.76 0.06 0.07
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maximum air temperature and daily minimum air temperature. Interpretation of the

hypothesized analyses indicated a potential date effect for several of the responses

and these subsequent analyses were intended to provide a more lucid understanding

of the results obtained from the hypothesized analyses. ANOVA and LSD analyses

were performed using proc GLM while path analyses were performed with proc

REG (SAS Institute Inc. 1998).

Path analysis was selected as a method of analyses based on display of

effects and its ability to deal with multiple causality. Although path analysis is an

extension of multiple regression, it conveniently decomposes complex causal

schemes by allowing the effects of independent variables on one another, an

advantage over ordinary multiple regression techniques for complex data sets

(Klem1995 and Mitchell 1993). Least squares regression is performed for each

exogenous variable in the path diagram using all variables hypothesized to express

a direct link to the exogenous variable as predictors. Path models illustrating a

priori hypotheses combined with standardized path coefficients provide a lucid and

heuristic display of analysis results and allow for direct comparisons of the relative

strengths of the paths posited in the model, Whereas direct effects are those effects

for which a path flows, unimpeded, from the explanatory variable to response

variable, indirect effects occur when the path from explanatory variable to response

variable flows through another variable. From Figure 1 we can see that elevation,

for example, exhibits both a direct effect, represented by an arrow flowing directly

between elevation and stream temperature, and an indirect effect, represented by
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the arrows flowing from elevation through minimum and maximum air

temperatures and on to stream temperature. The total indirect effect is calculated as

the sum of the products of the path coefficients in each indirect path. In our

example, the indirect effect of elevation on stream temperature is equal to {(pe, X

Pxr,st) + (Pe,nr X pnr,stYJ where Pe,xr = coefficient for the path between elevation and

maximum air temperature; Pxr,st = coefficient for the path between maximum air

temperature and stream temperature; Pe,nr = coefficient for the path between

elevation and minimum air temperature; Pnr,st = coefficient for the path between

minimum air temperature and stream temperature. For another example of path

analyses used in stream temperature research see Isaak and Huber (2001).

The path models used in these analyses (Figure 1) attempt to explore the

relationships between the explanatory variables and the stream temperature

responses of daily maximum temperature, daily minimum temperature and daily

rate of heating. The rationale for the paths posited between parameters are outlined

below.

Results from some stream temperature studies have shown a strong

relationship between air temperature and stream temperature. These two

parameters oflen express similar diurnal, seasonal, and yearly temperature patterns,

and many authors suggest that air temperature is a significant factor in determining

stream temperatures (e.g. Smith and Lavis 1975 and St-Hilaire et al. 2000). Daily

maximum and minimum air temperatures were hypothesized to exhibit a direct

positive effect on the stream temperature parameters.
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Stream
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Rate of
Heating

Figure 1. Diagrams representing the hypothesized path models used in the
analyses of these stream temperature data. The upper model refers to both daily
maximum and minimum stream temperatures while the lower model represents the
rate of stream heating. Dashed lines represent paths hypothesized to be positive
while solid lines represent paths hypothesized to be negative. A combination of
solid and dashed indicates a path that varies between responses

Several studies have identified solar radiation as an integral component of

stream temperature regulation (e.g. Brown and Krygier 1967 and Brown 1969).

Reduced exposure to solar radiation can decrease the amount of thermal energy

available for transfer into the stream. The ability of shade to reduce stream

exposure to solar energy suggested a direct negative effect of shade on the stream
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temperature parameters. The same argument was used to propose the path between

shade and maximum and minimum daily air temperatures. This path was included

to explore the indirect effect of shade on stream temperature as well as the direct

effect of shade on air temperature.

Elevation was hypothesized to exhibit a direct effect and an indirect effect,

mediated by air temperatures, on daily maximum and daily minimum stream

temperatures. Mean reach elevation is an indication of distance from the watershed

divide and attendant time of thermal exposure, as well as a possible indication of

air temperature. These factors suggest that higher elevation stream reaches should

exhibit cooler stream temperatures, thus a negative association between stream

temperature and elevation was expected. Similarly, due to adiabatic heating, air

temperatures were expected to have a negative association with elevation. As

reaches higher in a watershed typically exhibit steeper gradients, elevation was also

expected to exhibit a positive relationship with elevation change.

Due to increased stream water retention time, length was hypothesized to

have a direct effect on the stream temperature parameters. Assuming all other

stream characteristics were constant, a stream reach with greater length will be

exposed to its surrounding thermal environment for a longer period of time

allowing for increased thermal energy absorption or alternatively increased stream

cooling. Thus a positive relationship with daily maximum stream temperature and

daily rate of stream heating and a negative relationship with daily minimum stream

temperature were postulated. The functional relationship between length and
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elevation change also indicated the possibility of an indirect effect of length on

stream temperature mediated by elevation change.

Elevation change, through adiabatic heating processes, is known to express

a linear relationship with air temperature. Pyne et al. (1996) provide the dry

adiabatic lapse rate as O.65°C/100 m change in elevation. Based on the assumption

that the rate of stream heating may exhibit a similar relationship with changes in

elevation, a direct effect of elevation change on the rate of stream heating was

hypothesized. Because of the linear relationship between air temperature and

elevation change, elevation change alone would produce a similar response in air

temperature regardless of the location along the stream. Thus no paths flowing

from elevation change to daily maximum and minimum air temperatures were

proposed.

As a result of data inconsistencies, some analyses varied from the initial

strategy described above, however, the basic obj ective of evaluating parameter

significance relative to the stream temperature responses was achieved. The high

correlation between shade and elevation (r=O.977, Table 5) in Bsk creek made

interpretation of the path analyses difficult. To better explain the effects of the

explanatory variables separate path analyses were performed that included either

one or the other of shade or elevation in the explanatory variable set. The

originally hypothesized path models are included in the Appendix.

Equipment failure in 2000 and sampling error in 2001 resulted in missing

air temperature data in Grs creek reaches 4 and 3 respectively. As the proc REG
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(SAS Institute Inc., 1998) approach to analysis with missing data is to eliminate

observations associated with the missing data, the analysis of Grs creek, when

performed as originally planned, resulted in testing non-full rank models. This

problem was particularly important when testing for significant relationships

between the stream temperature responses and the explanatory variables that varied

only by reach (length, shade and elevation). The degrees of freedom required to

test for these relationships were not available, as the analysis, owing to the missing

data, was restricted to 3 reaches. To manage this problem the analysis of Grs creek

was split into two parts. In one analysis only maximum and minimum air

temperature were used as explanatory variables, while in the other analysis shade,

length and elevation were included in the explanatory variable set (and elevation

change when the response was rate of stream heating). These separated analyses

allowed the use of all 4 reaches in the analysis that included the three reach defined

parameters. Only 3 reaches were included when investigating the relationship

between the stream temperature responses and daily minimum and maximum air

temperatures. The potential impact of the analysis separation on the relative

importance of any particular explanatory variable was a concern given that this

analysis approach precluded the testing of a model that accounted for all

explanatory variables. However, the decision to perfoiin two analyses was

rationalized based on the desire to utilize the data that was collected and on the

logic of separating climate driven parameters from reach defined parameters.

Information ascertained from the analyses of Lsk and Bsk creeks indicated that air



Table 5. Correlations and associated probabilities between the variables used in these stream temperature analyses.
One correlation matrix is provided for each creek. The year 2000 is represented above the diagonal while 2001 is
below. Minair = daily minimum air temperature; Maxair = daily maximum air temperature; Minwat = daily minimum
stream temperature; Maxwat = daily maximum stream temperature; Rate of heating = daily rate of stream heating.

* N=120

Lsk Creek
Elevation Shade Length

Elevation
Change Minair Maxair Maxwat Minwat

Rate of
Heating

Elevation 1 0.842 -0.849 -0.686 0.254 -0.393 -0.967 -0.482 -0.926
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0051 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

Shade 0.842 1 -0.633 -0.510 0.233 -0.269 -0.766 -0.403 -0.740
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0103 0.0029 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

Length -0.849 -0.633 1 0.924 -0.345 0.392 0.911 0.414 0.852
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

Elevation Change -0.686 -0.510 0.924 1 -0.347 0.4 13 0.756 0.369 0.699
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

Minair 0.330 0.265 -0.421 -0.392 1 0.166 -0.244 0.503 -0.399
0.0002 0.0034 <.0001 <.0001 0.0706 0.0073 <.0001 <.0001

Maxair -0.337 -0.334 0.315 0.328 0.166 1 0.439 0.555 0.332
0.0002 0.0002 0.0005 0.0003 0.0696 <.0001 <.0001 0.0002

Maxwat -0.964 -0.801 0.894 0.778 -0.355 0.440 1 0.498 0.932
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

Minwat -0.431 -0.349 0.378 0.334 0.461 0.550 0.445 1 0.282
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0002 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0018

Heat Rate -0.889 -0.737 0.823 0.723 -0.482 0.351 0.937 0.237 1

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0091



Table 5 (Continued)

* N= 100 for all correlations except those in 2001 that include air temperature parameters where N=80.

Bsk Creek

Elevation Shade Length

Elevation

Change Minair Maxair Maxwat Minwat

Rate of

Heating

Elevation 0.977 -0.180 0.218 -0.090 -0.778 -0.921 -0.540 -0.841
<.0001 0.0733 0.029 0.3742 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

Shade 0.977 1 -0.037 0.116 -0.084 -0.771 -0.885 -0.560 -0.797
<.0001 0.7126 0.2506 0.4062 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

Length -0.180 -0.037 1 0.240 0.333 0.108 0.034 0.332 -0.036
0.0733 0.7126 0.0163 0.0007 0.2831 0.7337 0.0007 0.7202

Elevation Change 0.218 0.116 0.240 1 0.234 -0.040 -0.345 0.197 -0.398
0.029 0.2506 0.0163 0.0193 0.6915 0.0004 0.0498 <.0001

Minair -0.014 -0.031 0.294 0.375 1 0.299 0.066 0.678 -0.156
0.9029 0.7876 0.0081 0.0006 0.0025 0.5117 <.0001 0.1201

Maxair -0.710 -0.666 0.074 -0.652 0.120 1 0.837 0.575 0.697
<.0001 <.0001 0.5168 <.0001 0.2886 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

Maxwat -0.918 -0.887 -0.015 -0.358 -0.143 0.809 1 0.445 0.921
<.0001 <.0001 0.8788 0.0003 0.2062 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

Minwat -0.614 -0.629 0.317 0.151 0.626 0.478 0.449 1 0.154
<.0001 <.0001 0.0013 0.1329 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.125

Rate of Heating -0.746 -0.700 -0.070 -0.420 -0.375 0.666 0.860 0.093 1

<.0001 <.0001 0.4879 <.0001 0.0006 <.0001 <.0001 0.3568



Table 5. (Continued)

* N=80 for all correlations in 2000 except those that include air temperature parameters where N60
N=76 for all correlations in 2001 except those that include air temperature parameters where N=57

Grs Creek

Elevation Shade Length

Elevation

Change Minair Maxair Maxwat Minwat

Rate of

Heating

Elevation 1 -0.049 -0.457 -0.618 0.112 -0.621 0.244 -0.500 0.211
0.6643 <.0001 <.0001 0.3941 <.0001 0.029 <.0001 0.0608

Shade -0.049 1 0.020 0.731 0.093 -0.406 -0.679 0.084 -0.645
0.6726 0.8583 <.0001 0.4806 0.0013 <.0001 0.457 <.0001

Length -0.457 0.020 1 -0.035 -0.070 0.474 0.371 0.183 0.400
<.0001 0.8619 0.7564 0.5945 0.0001 0.0007 0.1049 0.0002

Elevation Change -0.618 0.73 1 -0.035 1 0.106 -0.504 -0.8 12 0.369 -0.774
<.0001 <.0001 0.7626 0.4187 <.0001 <.0001 0.0008 <.0001

Minair -0.197 0.133 0.228 0.226 1 -0.018 0.173 0.845 -0.458
0.141 0.3252 0.0876 0.0915 0.8898 0.1874 <.0001 0.0002

Maxair -0.413 -0.021 0.362 0.266 0.507 1 0.569 0.156 0.532
0.0014 0.8766 0.0057 0.0457 <.0001 <.0001 0.2336 <.0001

Maxwat 0.165 -0.564 0.329 -0.653 0.364 0.438 1 0.109 0.830
0.1541 <.0001 0.0037 <.0001 0.0054 0.0007 0.3352 <.0001

Minwat -0.335 0.064 0.231 0.209 0.920 0.644 0.465 1 -0.290
0.0031 0.5808 0.0442 0.0698 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0091

Rate ofHeating 0.156 -0.505 0.343 -0.611 -0.285 0.219 0.614 -0.176 1
0.1781 <.0001 0.0024 <.0001 0.0315 0.1015 <.0001 0.1279



Table 5. (Continued)

* N=80

Gdn Creek
Elevation Shade Length

Elevation
Change Minair Maxair Maxwat Minwat

Rate of
Heating

Elevation -0.468 -0.355 -0.467 -0.291 -0.029 -0.914 -0.864 -0.473
<.0001 0.0012 <.0001 0.0089 0.7955 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

Shade -0.468 1 0.290 0.412 0.280 -0.083 0.424 0.270 0.326
<.0001 0.0092 0.0001 0.012 0.4617 <.0001 0.0156 0.0031

Length -0.355 0.290 1 0.988 0.011 -0.163 0.655 0.518 0.631
0.0012 0.0092 <.0001 0.9253 0.1478 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

Elevation Change -0.467 0.412 0.988 1 0.064 -0.157 0.733 0.586 0.660
<.0001 0.0001 <.0001 0.5699 0.164 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001

Minair -0.223 0.209 -0.027 0.016 1 0.265 0.288 0.458 -0.198
0.047 0.0632 0.8091 0.8889 0.0176 0.0095 <.0001 0.0776

Maxair 0.028 -0.238 -0.052 -0.074 0.338 1 -0.043 0.166 -0.336
0.804 0.0335 0.6496 0.5118 0.0022 0.7068 0.1401 0.0023

Maxwat -0.873 0.382 0.608 0.682 0.266 0.097 1 0.925 0.628
<.0001 0.0005 <.0001 <.0001 0.0169 0.3906 <.0001 <.0001

Minwat -0.629 0.211 0.377 0.428 0.631 0.242 0.795 1 0.371
<.0001 0.0603 0.0006 <.0001 <.0001 0.0308 <.0001 0.0007

Rate of Heating -0.666 0.359 0.621 0.672 -0.207 0.039 0.769 0.291 1

<.0001 0.0011 <.0001 <.0001 0.0654 0.729 <.0001 0.0088
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temperatures may express greater variation over dates than over reaches. Thus, if a

particular response varied primarily across reaches, air temperature variables were

not expected to have a strong association with that response, and this reduced

significance would be evident in either the separated analyses or an analysis using

the full compliment of explanatory variables. In practice, however, the stream

temperature responses will express some variation over both date and reach and

unfortunately, using this analyses approach, determining the relative importance of

the relationships detected in the separated analysis models will not be completed.

The high correlation between length and elevation change (r = 0.988 Table

5) in Gdn creek made it difficult to interpret the explanatory variable effects for the

path models investigating the daily rate of stream heating. In an attempt to better

elucidate individual parameter effects as well as the length and elevation change

effects, separate analyses were performed that included either one or the other of

length or elevation change in the explanatory variable set. The diagrams and

coefficients for the originally hypothesized path model that included both elevation

change and length are included in Appendix X.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DAILY MAXIMUM STREAM TEMPERATURE

LSK Creek

In 2000 and 2001 all sampling reaches differed in daily maximum stream

temperature with the exception of reaches 3 and 4 (Figure 2). Reach 1 exhibited

the coolest maximum stream temperatures while downstream reaches were

sequentially warmer.

The large negative direct effect of elevation combined with the large

positive direct effect of length appear to account for most of the variability in daily

maximum stream temperature that was explained by the path models in Figure 3.

Although there were other significant effects revealed variously across years, these

effects were small and subordinate to the dominant effects of elevation and length.

No evidence was uncovered to support the indirect effects of shade and

elevation posited to flow through maximum and minimum air temperatures. One

exception, however, was a very small indirect effect of elevation mediated by

minimum daily air temperature in 2001 (Figure 3 and Table 6). Although a direct

effect of elevation on maximum air temperature occurred in 2000, there was no

evidence of a relationship between maximum air and maximum water temperature

thus, no indirect effect between elevation and maximum stream temperature. In

fact, very little of the variability in either daily maximum air temperature or daily

minimum air temperature was accounted for by shade and mean reach elevation.
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Figure 2. Mean daily maximum stream temperature for each sampling reach on
each stream for 2000 and 2001. Different letter codes indicate significant
differences within years (a 0.05).
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Max Wat

Max Wat

Figure 3. Path diagrams for hypotheses investigating the daily maximum stream
temperature (Lsk). Path coefficients are standardized partial regression
coefficients. The top diagram represents 2000 while the lower diagram reflects
2001.

The elevation effect on daily maximum stream temperature can be

attributed primarily to the distance from the watershed divide and the attendant

time of thermal exposure. It was expected that the impact of mean reach elevation

would also be expressed indirectly through daily minimum and maximum air

temperatures, however, elevation did not have a consistent significant effect on

either air temperature. Thus, the positive relationship between cooler upstream



Table 6. Path effects from analyses on the daily maximum stream temperature
response for each stream and each year.

2000 2001

DE2 TE3 IE DE TE

Lsk Creek
Maxair - 0.035 0.035 0.136 0.136
Minair 0.032 0.032 - -0.046 -0.046
Shade 0.009 0.067 0.076 -0.022 -0.010 -0.032
Elevation -0.011 -0.754 -0.765 -0.043 -0.692 -0.735
Length 0.313 0.313 0.238 0.238

Bsk Creek a

Maxair - 0.331 0.331 - 0.351 0.351
Minair - -0.059 -0.059 - -0.155 -0.155
Elevation -0.252 -0.688 -0.940 -0.247 -0.686 -0.933
Length - -0.106 -0.106 -0.133 -0.133

Bsk Creek b

Maxair 0.447 0.447 0.454 0.454
Minair - -0.115 -0.115 -0.211 -0.211
Shade -0.335 -0.550 -0.885 -0.296 -0.572 -0.868
Length - 0.004 0.004 - -0.014 -0.014

Grs Creek

Maxair 0.573 0.573 0.341 0.341
Minair - 0.183 0.183 0.191 0.191
Shade -0.667 -0.667 - -0.556 -0.556
Elevation 0.489 0.489 - 0.371 0.371
Length 0.608 0.608 0.510 0.510

Gdn Creek
Maxair -0.032 -0.032 -0.087 -0.087
Minair 0.087 0.087 0,094 0.094
Shade 0.020 -0.087 -0.067 0.038 -0.080 -0.042
Elevation -0.015 -0.791 -0.806 -0.006 -0.761 -0.767
Length - 0.394 0.394 0.369 0.369

11E = Indirect Effect; 2 DE Direct Effect; 3TE = Total Effect
"iF = the sum of the products of the coefficients in each indirect route between the

predictor and response variables.
a - effects associated with analyses neglecting the effect of shade.
b - effects associated with analyses neglecting the effect of elevation.
c - The effects shown for maximum and minimum air temperatures (grs) were determined

from models that did not include the other parameters. Similarly, the effects identified
for shade, elevation, elevation change and length were obtained from models that did
not incorporate air temperature.
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environments and daily maximum stream temperature did not materialize.

Surprisingly, neither daily maximum or minimum air temperatures expressed a

consistent positive trend following the elevational gradient (Figure 4). In fact, both

maximum and minimum air temperatures expressed some down stream cooling.

The strong positive coefficient for the path flowing from length to daily

maximum stream temperature may at first appear to be the result of increased

stream residence time and exposure to ambient thermal energy. However, the

strength of this effect is evidently related to reaches 5 and 6 as both reaches were

significantly longer than the remaining reaches (Figure 4) and also exhibited the

warmest daily maximum stream temperatures (Figure 2). Figures 2 and 4 show a

variable relationship between length and daily maximum stream temperature in the

upstream reaches, moreover, lower maximum stream temperatures were not

expressed in some of the shorter reaches as suggested by the observed relationship.

Thus, elevation presumably had some influence in the reported length effect as the

upstream reaches were cooler and the downstream reaches, which were

coincidentally longer, exhibited much warmer maximum stream temperatures.

BSK Creek

In 2000 all sampling reaches with the exception of reaches 1 and 2 differed

in daily maximum stream temperature while in 2001 all reaches were different

(Figure 2). Generally, reaches found higher in the watershed exhibited cooler

maximum stream temperatures. An interesting deviation from this trend, however,
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is the reduction in the maximum stream temperature observed over reach 2. This

cooling was likely in response to the influx of cool groundwater from springs that

occur along this reach. Springs were identified during the initial field layout of the

project, and water temperature thermistors were placed above and below the

springs in an attempt to capture groundwater influence. Unfortunately, without an

accurate assessment of the volume of groundwater inflow, it is difficult to quantify

this effect. However, we were able to determine that the influx of groundwater

prevented significant downstream heating across the spring (Figure 5) and, as

indicated in Figure 2 was evidently responsible for the reduced daily maximum

stream temperature observed over reach 2.

- upstream of spring

downstream of spring- - - upstream rch 2 boundary

7/14/00 7/24/00 8/3/00 8/13/00 8/23/00 9/2/00

Figure 5. Bsk creek daily maximum stream temperatures upstream and
downstream of the reach 2 spring complex. For comparison, maximum stream
temperature at the upstream boundary of reach 2 is also included. Only 2000 data
are shown.
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As a result of the high correlation between elevation and shade, separate

path analyses were performed that included either one or the other of shade or

elevation in the explanatory variable set. The amount of variation explained by the

separate path models displayed in Figure 6 is lower than the original hypotheses

(see the Appendix for the original path diagrams), however, over 85% of the

variation in daily maximum water temperature was explained in 2000 and over

89% was accounted for in 2001.

It was observed that both shade and mean reach elevation, in their

respective models, maintained similar relationships with daily maximum stream

temperature. Both were dominant with strong negative direct effects on this

response (Figure 6). Whereas shade and elevation decreased sequentially by reach

from reach 1 through reach 5, daily maximum stream temperature, with the

exception of the ground water influenced reach 2, increased over these reaches

(Figures 2 and 7). Any association between maximum stream temperature and

shade would likely be the result of increased exposure to solar radiation, while the

sequential increase in the time of thermal energy exposure associated with reach

location in the watershed would explain any elevation effect on this response.

However, the high correlation between shade and elevation confounded any

definitive interpretation of their individual effects on daily maximum stream

temperature.
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Figure 6. Path diagrams for hypotheses investigating daily maximum stream
temperature (Bsk). Path coefficients are standardized partial regression
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while the lower diagrams represent 2001.
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Both shade and elevation also expressed comparable effects on maximum

air temperature indicating the possibility of an indirect effect on maximum stream

temperature. Shade and elevation expressed strong negative direct effects on

maximum air temperature, and maximum air temperature in turn expressed a strong

direct effect on daily maximum stream temperature (Figure 6). In 2000

approximately 60% of the variation in daily maximum air temperature was

explained by shade or elevation alone while over 44% was accounted for in

2001 .The bulk of the shade or elevation effect on maximum stream temperature,

however, appears to flow directly (Figure 6 and Table 6).

Obvious similarities in the downstream trends of shade, elevation and daily

maximum air temperature were not evident, and combined with the high correlation

between shade and elevation it was difficult to elucidate possible causes for the

strong relationships between these three parameters. Due to the low variability in

daily maximum air temperature across reaches 1, 2 and 3 it would appear that it is

the significant increase in maximum air temperature in reaches 4 and 5 that

generated this relationship. Although both elevation and shade have decreasing

trends in the downstream direction shade exhibited a much less uniform reduction,

with a significant decrease in the lower portions of the watershed. However, as the

largest decrease in shade occurs between reaches 2 and 3 and the largest increase in

maximum air temperature occurs between reaches 3 and 4 (3 and 5 in 2001) shade

was not the only variable influencing reach level variation in maximum air

temperature. Approximately 40% of the total elevation drop also occurred in
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reaches 4 and 5 and this presumably had a significant influence over the large

increase in daily maximum air temperature observed in these reaches.

Unfortunately, the high correlation prevents any definitive interpretation of the

effects of shade or elevation on maximum air temperature, moreover, it is likely

that there is an interaction between the two with respect to their cumulative impact

on air temperature.

Across both models and both years, daily maximum air temperature and

daily minimum air temperature expressed consistent strong effects on daily

maximum stream temperature (Figure 6). Maximum stream temperature and

maximum air temperature both had significant downstream increases particularly

between reaches 3 and 4 (Figures 2 and 7). Little variability was evident in

maximum air temperature between reaches 1, 2 and 3 suggesting that it's strong

relationship with maximum stream temperature is a result of the large increase in

both variables that occurred between the upper reaches (1, 2 and 3) and the lower

reaches (4 and 5). Subsequent 2-way ANOVA investigating the factors date and

reach indicated that date was also significant in determining the strength of the

relationship between daily maximum air temperature and daily maximum stream

temperature. Although data selection protocols were designed to reduce any date

effect, both maximum air and maximum water temperatures were significantly

influenced by variation across dates (Table 7). In both instances however, date

contributed less to the variation explained then did sampling reach. From these
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Table 7. Comparison of the sums of squares for date and reach effects from an
ANOVA on the responses of daily maximum stream temperature (max stream),
daily minimum stream temperature (mm stream), rate of stream heating, daily
minimum air temperature (mm air), and daily maximum air temperature (max air).

Reach Sum of Date Sum of Total Sum of
Squares Squares Squares

2000 2001 2000 2001 2000 2001
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analyses it is evident that wanner maximum air temperatures, expressed over days

or reaches, were associated with warmer daily maximum streafn temperatures.

Interestingly, the relationship between minimum air temperature and maximum

stream temperature was negative, suggesting that as minimum air temperature

decreased maximum water temperature increased. Although variation in daily

minimum air temperature was greater across dates than across reaches (Table 7)

this did not provide a logical rational for the observed negative relationship, as

warmer days are expected to be associated with warmer stream temperatures.

Furthermore, date contributes little to explaining the variability in daily maximum

stream temperature. Although minimum air temperature exhibited low between

reach variability, with the exception of the reach 1 to reach 2 segment, there was a

down slope cooling trend (Figure 7) and it would appear that this cooling trend was

responsible for the relationship between minimum air and maximum stream

temperatures. The lack of a satisfactory functional rationale for this negative

relationship suggests that it is unlikely that minimum air temperature was involved

in determining daily maximum stream temperature. Rather, this relationship was

probably the result of a coincidental association in downstream trends.

Reach length typically expressed the weakest effect of the explanatory

variables in either of the models. Interestingly the path coefficient for length was

significant in the models that included mean reach elevation while it was non-

significant when only shade was included. It is unclear why this disparity exists as

neither shade or elevation appear strongly correlated to length (Table 5), making it
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unlikely that any of their communal effect would flow through length. Regardless,

the length effect, when significant, was substantially less important than the effects

of the other explanatory variables and evidently was not as meaningful in

determining the daily maximum temperature. Moreover, the relationship as

reported was negative, contrary to the hypothesis that reach length varies directly

with theiiiial energy absorption. Reach length also lacked a strong pairwise

correlation with daily maximum stream temperature (Table 5).

GRS Creek

In 2000 all sampling reaches differed with respect to daily maximum stream

temperature while in 2001 reaches I and 4 were similar and reaches 2 and 3 were

similar (Figure 2). An increasing trend in maximum stream temperature was

evident in the downstream direction through to reach 3, although the increase

between reaches 2 and 3 was not significant in 2001. Reach 4 was consistent

across years in showing a reduced daily maximum stream temperature. In both

years reach 4 expressed the coolest maximum stream temperature of all reaches,

however there was no statistical difference in temperatures between reaches 1 and 4

in 2001. The reduction in maximum stream temperature observed in reach 4 was

likely the result of subsurface stream flow. Toward the end of the 2001 field

season when stream flows were substantially reduced, it was apparent that some

water was flowing subsurface through this reach. However, it was not clear if there

was groundwater influx or simply subsurface flow of the extant discharge, as there
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was no visible evidence of adjacent seeps. Regardless, a noticeable amount of

subsurface flow was present in reach 4, and based on the moderation in maximum

stream temperatures (Figure 2), this water was less influenced by theiiiial energy

exposure.

The path diagrams for the separated analyses performed on daily maximum

stream temperature can be seen in Figure 8. (The analyses were separated because

of an inability to test for the effects of reach defined parameters under the

restrictions associated with missing data). The large positive direct effect of daily

maximum air temperature appears to account for most of the variation in daily

maximum stream temperature explained by model A. The variation in maximum

stream temperature that is accounted for in model B can be attributed to the large

direct effects of all three explanatory variables however, shade consistently

expressed the largest path coefficient followed by length and then elevation.

Evidently the reach defined parameters explained more of the daily

maximum stream temperature variability than did minimum and maximum air

temperatures. The R2 statistics for the regressions that included oniy minimum and

maximum air temperatures were substantially lower than the R2 statistics identified

for the regressions that included shade, elevation and length as explanatory

variables (Figure 8).

The strength of the relationship between daily maximum air temperature

and daily maximum stream temperature, particularly in 2000, appears to exist in

their similar downstream trends (Figures 2 and 9). Both parameters expressed
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Figure 8. Path diagrams for hypotheses investigating daily maximum stream
temperature (Grs). Path coefficients are standardized partial regression
coefficients. Models A and B are a result of the separated analysis approach used
for Grs creek. The left diagrams represent 2000 while the models on the right
reflect 2001.

consistent downstream increases over the 3 reaches included in the 2000 analysis.

The inclusion of reach 4 in the 2001 analysis apparently weakened the maximum

air temperature effect as a negative association between these parameters was

evident over this reach in Figure 8. However, a stronger date influence over

maximum air and stream temperatures in 2001 (Table 7) likely accounted for the

persistence of a positive maximum air temperature path coefficient. Although this

relationship was weakened in 2001, the consistent significant effect is indicative of
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the ability of daily maximum air temperature to positively influence the daily

maximum stream temperature.

Figures 2 and 9 show the strong negative relationship between shade and

daily maximum stream temperature identified by the path coefficients. This

relationship is likely the result of trends in these two parameters over reaches 1 and

2 and reaches 3 and 4. Reaches 1 and 2 showed distinct increases in maximum

stream temperature while the amount of shade dropped appreciably. Conversely,

over reaches 3 and 4 maximum stream temperature decreased while shade

increased. Reaches 2 and 3, however, are also significant in this relationship as

both parameters expressed similar low between reach variability. The functionality

of this relationship relative to daily maximum stream temperature is questionable.

It is probable that this strong negative effect, although in agreement with some

expectations regarding shade and stream temperature interaction (e.g. Brown and

Krygier 1970), is partially coincidental. Owing to the low maximum stream

temperature and relatively high amount of shade, reach 4 appears to exert a large

amount of control over the magnitude of this relationship (see the Appendix for a

scatter plot of shade versus maximum stream temperature). However, the reduction

in maximum stream temperature observed in this reach is more likely the result of

the groundwater influence then increases in shade. Furtheimore, with the omission

of reach 4, no consistent patterns in these parameters were evident in Figures 2 and

9. However, the plot of shade versus maximum stream temperature (Appendix),

regardless of reach 4, continued to show an inverse association indicative of
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downstream heating and shade reductions. Reaches 2 and 3 both expressed

increases in maximum stream temperature and decreases in shade relative to reach

1, and this situation combined with the similarities between reaches 2 and 3

maintained the impression of a negative association. The veracity of this

relationship is unclear, however, given that both increases and decreases in

maximum stream temperature were evident with increases in stream shading.

The coefficient for the path between length and daily maximum stream

temperature, although strong and significant, may be misleading. The positive

association would suggest that increases in reach length were associated with

increases in daily maximum stteam temperature, however, it appears that this effect

was significantly influenced by reach 3 rather than by a consistent positive

association between length and this response (see scatter plot of length versus daily

maximum stream temperature in the Appendix). In fact, reaches I and 2

consistently expressed negative associations with maximum stream temperature

(Figures 2 and 9) and, when neglecting reach 3, an apparent negative relationship

between these parameters was evident over all reaches (Appendix). However,

owing to the strong influence of subsurface flow on maximum stream temperature

in reach 4, any negative relationship between length and maximum stream

temperature would also be dampened. Thus, it appears as though reach length did

not influence maximum stream temperature to any great extent.

Elevation expressed a small positive path coefficient in these daily

maximum stream temperature analyses. Although the expected downstream
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reduction in reach elevation was evident in Figure 9, similar downstream

reductions in daily maximum stream temperature were not present (Figure 2).

Rather, an obvious negative association between elevation and maximum stream

temperature was evident over the first three reaches of this stream. Oniy reach 4

expressed a significant positive relationship between these two parameters. It

appears that the association reported between elevation and maximum stream

temperature was significantly influenced by reach 4 where the lowest stream

temperature and lowest elevation were recorded (see the Appendix for a scatter plot

of elevation versus maximum stream temperature). Evidently the positive trend

between reach 4 and the other reaches was stronger then the inverse trend that

existed within reaches 1, 2 and 3. Furthermore, the reach 4 effect on maximum

stream temperature identified in this analysis is not likely in response to elevation,

rather the influence of cooler subsurface water likely stimulated the observed

reduction in daily maximum stream temperature. Although the positive elevation

effect is suspicious, it is believed that elevation did influence the daily maximum

stream temperature and that this relationship is as suggested by reaches 1, 2 and 3.

In the absence of significant subsurface flow, maximum stream temperature

showed a consistent increase with corresponding decreases in elevation.

Although several of the reported relationships were expected to differ if

reach 4 was not included in the analysis, we could not perform analyses to

corroborate these suppositions as at least 4 reaches were required to test the

relationships of the three reach defined parameters.
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Although elevation expressed a small and admittedly contrary path

coefficient, it does appear to be the most important parameter with respect to daily

maximum stream temperature that was identified in path model B (Figure 8). With

the exception of reach 4, the consistent down stream increases in daily maximum

stream temperature appear most strongly associated with elevation rather than reach

shade or reach length. A functional rationale was not produced that could

adequately explain the relationships that were reported in these analyses between

the explanatory variables shade and length and the response.

Although these separated analyses did not provide for the specific

investigation of indirect effects between air temperatures and reach defined

parameters, the correlations between elevation and maximum air temperature were

significant (Table 5) suggesting that some of the elevation effect may flow through

maximum air temperature. It is apparent from these analyses, however, that the

reach defined parameters were more significant in influencing daily maximum

stream temperatures.

GON Creek

Reaches 1 and 2 expressed similar daily maximum stream temperatures

while reach 3 and reach 4 were each different with respect to this parameter (Figure

2). In both years reaches 3 and 4 expressed warmer maximum stream temperatures

then reach 1 or 2, with the waitnest temperatures occurring in reach 4. Significant

groundwater influx was evident in the field, particularly over reaches 1 and 2 and
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this may have had some influence over the lower temperatures recorded in these

reaches. Late in the summer when the stream was experiencing reduced flow, it

was evident that much of the water entering reach 2 originated from subsurface

sources. In fact, when the bulk of reach 1 was dry, a substantial amount of stream

volume was flowing through reach 2 and this discharge appeared to emanate from a

point just upstream of the reach 1 - 2 border.

The path models in Figure 10 captured a significant amount of the

variability in daily maximum stream temperature. In both 2000 and 2001 it

appeared that the strong direct effects of reach elevation and reach length were

dominant in explaining the variation in this response. Daily minimum air

temperature expressed a small direct effect in both years while neither shade or

maximum air temperature were consistent in expressing significant direct effects on

daily maximum stream temperature.

Very little of the variation in daily maximum or minimum air temperatures

was accounted for in these models (Figure 10). With the exception of the path

from shade to maximum air temperature in 2001, there was no evidence to support

the hypothesized relationships between elevation or shade and the air temperature

parameters. Consequently, the hypothesized indirect effects of shade and elevation

on maximum stream temperature did not materialize. Although the direct effect of

shade on maximum air temperature in 2001 indicated the possibility of an indirect

effect of shade on maximum stream temperature, the size of this effect was minute
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relative to the other effects in this model and likely had no appreciable impact on

the analysis.

The negative relationship between elevation and daily maximum stream

temperature is evident in Figures 2 and 11. Reaches high in the watershed

exhibited cool maximum stream temperatures while lower elevation reaches

experienced warmer maximum stream temperatures. The relationship was likely

strengthened by the similarities in between reach variability evident in both
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parameters, particularly the consistency across reaches 1 and 2 and the higher

variation over reaches 3 and 4 (Figures 2 and 11). The known groundwater

influence in the top two reaches of this creek likely had a confounding effect on the

relationship observed between elevation and daily maximum stream temperature.

Although elevations were similar across these reaches, it is likely that groundwater

was influential in maintaining cooler daily maximum stream temperatures. This is

not to suggest that a relationship between elevation and maximum stream

temperature did not exist, on the contrary, these data do suggest, that in the absence

of a groundwater influence, maximum stream temperatures increased with

decreasing reach elevations. Maximum stream temperatures increased in reaches 3

and 4 where no groundwater influx was apparent. Moreover, these temperature

increases do not appear to be a consequence of changing environmental conditions,

thus it is likely that reach location in the watershed and attendant thermal exposure

time effected these temperature changes.

The strong positive relationship between reach length and daily maximum

stream temperature observed in these analyses suggests increased daily maximum

stream temperatures were associated with increased reach lengths. However, a

distinct positive association between length and maximum stream temperature was

not evident from these data (Figures 2 and 11). No relationship was evident in

reaches 1 and 2, and a negative relationship, that is, a reduced reach length with

increased maximum stream temperature, was evident in reach 4. Given the lack of

positive associations among other reaches, the extreme length and waim maximum
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stream temperatures of reach 3 appear to significantly influence both the direction

and magnitude of the reported relationship (see the Appendix for a scatter plot of

maximum stream temperature versus length). Although in the absence of reach 3

the strength of this relationship is minimized it does appear to remain positive.

While reach 4, relative to reach 3, did express a negative relationship in these 2

parameters, reach 4 was longer and hotter than reaches 1 or 2 generating this

positive association. However, it is questionable if the increase in stream

temperature observed in reach 4 is in response to length given the lack of consistent

evidence of a clear positive relationship.

Daily minimum air temperature exhibited a small but significant positive

direct effect on the daily maximum stream temperature. Although there was very

little between reach variation in minimum air temperatures a slight downstream

increase was noticed in Figure 11. Subsequent 2-way ANOVA investigating the

factors date and reach did not indicate any substantial date impact on maximum

stream temperatures (Table 7) thus, it is likely that the slight increase in minimum

air temperature was responsible for the direct effect reported. The absence ofa

date effect on maximum stream temperature also corresponds with the lack ofa

significant relationship between maximum air temperature and this response.

Maximum air temperature varied only by date while maximum stream temperature

varied primarily by reach (Table 7).
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Summary

All four streams analyzed in this study exhibited noticeable downstream

heating. With the exception of those reaches in Bsk, Grs and Gdn creeks that were

influenced by groundwater or subsurface flow, downstream reaches consistently

experienced increases in the daily maximum stream temperature (Figure 2).

Of the factors investigated in this study, the most significant parameter with

respect to relationships with daily maximum stream temperature appears to be

reach elevation. Although some streams did exhibit downstream increases in daily

maximum air temperature, this was not consistent over all streams. Moreover,

when reach level variation in maximum air temperature was present and

statistically accounted for, elevation still retained its strong direct effect on

maximum stream temperature. Thus, the influence of elevation on daily maximum

stream temperature is likely an effect of cumulative increases in thermal energy

exposure in the downstream direction rather than elevationally driven climatic

gradients. Although the analyses of Bsk and Grs creeks limited the statistical

confidence around the importance of the elevation effect, it was assumed that

elevation retained some association with this response.

Daily maximum air temperature appeared to influence the daily maximum

stream temperature on some streams while it was not identified as a significant

parameter on others. In Bsk and Grs creeks warmer maximum air temperatures,

over reaches and days, were associated with increased maximum stream

temperatures. Thus, it appears that maximum air temperature can positively
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influence the daily maximum stream temperature, however, on streams that did not

express reach level variation in maximum air temperature and did not express

significant daily variation in maximum stream or maximum air temperatures,

maximum air temperature had no effect.

It is apparent from these analyses, that the influence of groundwater on

maximum stream temperature is dominant over most factors because of its ability

to significantly cool stream temperatures. Groundwater or subsurface flow

influenced reach 2 of Bsk creek, reach 4 of Grs creek and reaches 1 and 2 of Gdn

creek and in each reach, regardless of other parameters, the mean daily maximum

stream temperatures cooled significantly in comparison with the remaining reaches

Figure 2).

No evidence was produced to suggest that the factors important in

characterizing the daily maximum stream temperature differed between the forested

streams in northeast Oregon and the desert streams in southeast Oregon. All

streams appear to have been influenced primarily by elevation while some were

also influenced by maximum air temperature. The influence of maximum air

temperature was not contingent on biogeography as streams from both

environments were either influenced or not by maximum air temperature.



DAILY MINIMUM STREAM TEMPERATURE

Lsk Creek

Three groups of sampling reaches were identified based on differences in

daily minimum stream temperatures in both 2000 and 2001, however the groupings

differed between years (Figure 12). An increasing downstream trend in daily

minimum stream temperature was observed. The lowest daily minimum stream

temperatures occurred in the highest sampling reach while the warmest minimum

stream temperatures were recorded in the lower sampling reaches.

The variation in daily minimum stream temperature that was accounted for

in the path analyses shown in Figure 13 can be attributed to the large direct effects

of minimum air temperature, length and maximum air temperature. There was little

evidence to support the existence of the indirect effects of shade or elevation

posited to flow through maximum and minimum air temperatures.

Although strong relationships existed between daily minimum air

temperature and daily minimum stream temperature, there was no indication of

obvious congruencies in their downstream patterns (Figures 4 and 13). However,

subsequent 2 way ANOVA investigating the factors date and reach indicated a

significant date effect existed for both of these parameters (Table 7). Thus, it

would appear that similar variation over days was significant in generating the
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effects reported for daily minimum air temperature. In other words, days with

lower minimum air temperatures were associated with days expressing reduced

minimum stream temperatures. It is likely that minimum air temperatures

influenced the magnitude of the theiiiial gradient between the stream and

surrounding environment such that lower minimum air temperatures allowed for

greater stream cooling.

Similarly, maximum air temperature exhibited significant between day

variation and, owing to the lack of similarity in downstream patterns, this was

likely responsible for the effect reported between this parameter and minimum

stream temperature. The relationship is puzzling, however, as it is unclear how

daily maximum air temperature would have influenced daily minimum stream

temperature. It is unlikely that maximum air temperature was related to minimum

stream temperature through any cooling processes and given the lack of a

consistent relationship between maximum air temperature and maximum stream

temperature it is also improbable that this relationship was the result of changes in

stream heating. Furthermore, the small correlation between maximum and

minimum air temperatures (Table 5) eliminates the possibility that this relationship

emerged from a common association between the two air temperature parameters.

Although no functional basis was apparent, the relationship observed between

maximum air temperature and minimum stream temperature may have been a

consequence of the generally similar downstream trends. While variation across

the mid-elevation reaches was not strongly alike, both maximum air temperature
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and minimum stream temperature showed an increasing trend over the creek with

lower values in the upper reaches and higher values in the lower reaches.

The association between length and minimum stream temperature appears

to be driven by reaches 5 and 6. No consistent patterns between length and

minimum stream temperature existed in reaches 1 through 4, however reaches 5

and 6 were substantially longer and coincide with a noticeable increase in

minimum stream temperature. Typically length is viewed as a factor involved in

increased stream residence time. In the case of minimum stream temperature,

increased reach length should provide an opportunity for greater stream cooling,

translating into lower stream temperatures when compared to a similar but shorter

reach; a negative relationship. However, the two longest reaches, reaches 5 and 6,

both exhibited higher minimum stream temperatures. This suggests that these

reaches exhibited a reduced thermal gradient brought on by warmer nighttime air

temperatures, yet these two reaches exhibit the coolest daily minimum air

temperatures of all the sampling reaches. A plausible explanation is that this

positive relationship may be a result of heat loading rather than length. It is

conceivable that reaches 5 and 6 experienced enough stream heating during the day

that minimum stream temperatures similar to upstream reaches were not exhibited

even though the air temperature was cooler. The lack of a significant elevation

effect, however, suggests that downstream heat loading over the remainder of the

stream was not a factor in determining daily minimum stream temperature.



Previous day maximum stream temperature, however, was not postulated as a

predictor variable in the analyses investigating daily minimum stream temperature.

Bsk Creek

In both 2000 and 2001 three groupings of reaches were identified with

respect to daily minimum stream temperature (Figure 12). However, the groupings

differed slightly between years. Although this parameter exhibited little reach level

variability, the lower reaches tended to express warmer minimum stream

temperatures relative to the reaches higher in the watershed. Groundwater influx

did not have an obvious influence on the daily minimum stream temperatures.

Whereas the daily maximum stream temperature cooled between reaches 1 and 2

(Figure 2), daily minimum stream temperature increased over these reaches (Figure

12). It is plausible that groundwater maintained warmer minimum temperatures

over the streams cooling phase, however, because the observed increase in

minimum stream temperature was maintained through the downstream reaches it

was difficult to determine the existence or magnitude of this effect. Furtheiiiiore,

minimum air temperature also increased over this reach and may have had some

influence on the stream temperature.

The amount of variation explained in the separated analyses models (Figure

14) was lower than the original hypotheses (Appendix), however approximately

70% of the variation in daily minimum stream temperature was explained in 2000

and over 74% was accounted for in 2001.
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Separating elevation and shade significantly reduced their effects on daily

minimum stream temperature when compared to the original path model however,

both expressed similar strong negative direct effects on the response. Daily

minimum air temperature maintained a strong direct effect on the daily minimum

stream temperature and expressed the strongest effect across all models with the

exception of the 2001 path model B. There was no evidence to support the indirect

effects posited to flow from elevation and shade through daily maximum and

minimum air temperatures (Figure 14 and Table 8). A strong direct effect of shade

or elevation on daily maximum air temperature was evident in both years however

maximum air temperature did not express a significant relationship with daily

minimum stream temperature. In all models, length exhibited a very weak effect

and was significant only in models where shade was included (Figure 14 model B).

Although the between reach variation was limited for both minimum stream

temperature and minimum air temperature, the downstream patterns that were

evident were inconsistent between parameters. Daily minimum air temperature,

with the exception of reach 2, appears to exhibit a slight decreasing downstream

trend (Figure 7) while daily minimum stream temperature displayed a small

increasing trend in 2000 and decreasing trend in 2001 (Figure 12). In many cases

however, the within parameter reach level differences were not statistically

significant. Owing to the lack of corresponding variability in these two variables it

is likely that similarities over dates generated the strong relationship observed in

these analyses. Subsequent 2-way ANOVA investigating the factors of reach and
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Figure 14. Path diagrams for hypotheses investigating daily minimum stream
temperature (Bsk). Path coefficients are standardized partial regression
coefficients. A represents models with the effect of shade removed, while the
effect of length is removed in B. The top diagrams in both A and B reflect 2000
while the lower diagrams represent 2001.
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Table 8. Path effects from analyses on the daily minmum stream temperature
response for each stream and each year.
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'IE = Indirect Effect; 2 DE = Direct Effect; 3TE = Total Effect

41E = the sum of the products of the coefficient in each indirect route between the predictor
and response variable.

a - effects associated with analyses neglecting the effect of shade.
b - effects associated with analyses neglecting the effect of elevation.
c - The effects shown for maximum and minimum air temperatures (grs) were determined
from models that did not include the other parameters. Similarly, the effects identified for
shade, elevation, elevation change and length were obtained from models that did not
incorporate air temperature.

Lsk Creek

Maxair - 0.216 0.216 - 0.241 0.241
Minair 0.656 0.656 0.658 0.658
Shade 0.090 -0.169 -0.079 -0.071 0.022 -0.049
Elevation 0.007 -0.150 -0.143 0.196 -0.293 -0.097
Length 0.322 0.322 0.346 0.346

Bsk Creek a

Maxair - 0.040 0.040 - -0.023 -0.023
Minair - 0.612 0.612 0.606 0.606
Elevation -0.086 -0.447 -0.533 0.008 -0.598 -0.590
Length - 0.044 0.044 0.048 0.048

Bsk Creek b

Maxair - -0.016 -0.016 0.004 0.004
Minair 0.601 0.601 0.563 0.563
Shade -0.038 -0.518 -0.556 -0.020 -0.593 -0.613
Length 0.114 0.114 0.151 0.151

Grs Creek

Maxair 0.172 0.172 0.239 0.239
Minair - 0.848 0.848 - 0.799 0.799
Shade - 0.060 0.060 - 0.048 0.048
Elevation -0.523 -0.523 - -0.287 -0.287
Length -0.058 -0.058 - 0.099 0.099

Gdn Creek

Maxair - 0.103 0.103 - 0.029 0.029
Mmair 0.271 0.271 0.561 0.561
Shade 0.037 -0.261 -0.224 0.067 -0.217 -0.150
Elevation -0.065 -0.787 -0.852 -0.093 -0.508 -0.601
Length 0.329 0.329 - 0.277 0.277

2000 2001

IE' DE2 TE3 TE DE TE
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date indicated that date accounted for a large proportion of the variation in daily

minimum air temperature and also contributed significantly to the variation in

minimum stream temperature (Table7). Thus it would appear that days with cooler

minimum air temperatures were associated with days expressing cooler minimum

stream temperatures.

The strong negative relationship between daily minimum stream

temperature and shade or elevation indicates that the daily minimum stream

temperature increased with reductions in both elevation and shade. Downstream

increases in daily minimum stream temperature particularly over reaches 1,2 and 3

are evident in Figure 12. The high correlation between shade and elevation made it

difficult to determine the magnitude to which each variable contributed in

explaining the downstream variation in minimum stream temperature. However, it

did appear that reach location in the watershed, a component of elevation, had a

significant role in characterizing the daily minimum stream temperature such that

reaches lower in the watershed expressed higher minimum stream temperature.

The absence of similar reach level variation between minimum air temperatures

and minimum stream temperatures suggests that any elevation effect on daily

minimum stream temperature would be in response to reach location in the

watershed rather than attendant changes in climatic regime. Moreover, the thermal

gradient between the stream and surrounding environment was not limiting with

respect to stream cooling. In fact the lower elevation reaches exhibited the warmest

minimum stream temperatures despite experiencing some of the coolest minimum
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air temperatures. The downstream heating associated with the lower elevation

reaches evidently restricted stream cooling to the extent expected with diminished

air temperatures. However, previous day maximum stream temperatures were not

specifically addressed as a predictor variable for the analyses of daily minimum

stream temperature. Although reach 3 did not express a daily maximum stream

temperature as hot as reaches 4 or 5, it is likely that its wanner minimum air

temperature also contributed to maintaining a minimum stream temperature similar

to that of the reaches below.

The potential relationship between shade and minimum stream temperature

reported in these analyses lacks a defendable rationale and thus tends to support the

supposition that elevation was more important than shade in these analyses. Shade,

through its insulative capacity and ability to limit nighttime radiational cooling

(Swift and Messer 1971), was expected to express a positive relationship with daily

minimum stream temperature not a negative relationship as reported in Figure 14.

Grs Creek

In 2000 all reaches with the exception of reach 4 were similar with respect

to daily minimum stream temperature while in 2001 reaches 1,2 and 3 and reaches

3 and 4 expressed similar minimum stream temperatures (Figure 12). In both years

reach 4 expressed the warmest daily minimum stream temperature.

The variation in daily minimum stream temperature that was accounted for

by path model A (Figure 15) was primarily in response to the large direct effect of
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Figure 15. Path diagrams for hypotheses investigating daily minimum stream
temperature (Grs). Path coefficients are standardized partial regression
coefficients. Models and B are a result of the separated analysis approach used for
Grs creek. The left diagrams represent 2000 while the models on the right reflect
2001.

daily minimum air temperature. Daily maximum air temperature also expressed a

significant effect, however much smaller in magnitude. The negative direct effect

of reach elevation accounted for most of the variation in daily minimum stream

temperature that was explained by path model B (Figure 15).

Although daily minimum air temperature expressed a very strong direct

effect on the daily minimum stream temperature, neither of these parameters

exhibited significant reach level variability (Figures 9 and 12). Subsequent 2-way

90
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ANOVA investigating the factors date and reach revealed that minimum air

temperature and minimum stream temperature were both influenced to a greater

extent by changes over date than by reach level variability (Table 7). Thus,

although Figures 9 and 12 do not indicate any congruent reach level trends, it

appears as though the strong relationship between these parameters is the result of

similar between day variation.

Limited reach level similarity existed between daily maximum air

temperature and minimum stream temperature (Figures 9 and 12). 2-way ANOVA

indicated that date also contributed significantly to explaining the variation in

maximum air temperatures (Table 7), and it is likely that this reliance on date

factored heavily on the observed relationship between maximum air temperature

and minimum stream temperature.

It is evident that daily minimum stream temperature positively responded to

changes in air temperatures, in particular daily minimum air temperature. Daily

minimum air temperature directly influences the thermal gradient between the

stream and environment and influences the degree to which a stream cools. The

significance of the air temperature parameters in explaining daily minimum stream

temperature variation can also be observed in the R2 values of the various path

models in Figure 15. Models that incorporate air temperature parameters as

explanatory variables explained significantly more of the variation in minimum

stream temperature.
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The negative relationship between elevation and daily minimum stream

temperature indicated by these path analyses suggests the presence of a

downstream heating trend in the response. Interestingly, no consistent downstream

trends in daily minimum stream temperature were apparent in Figure 12. Reach 4,

however was warmer than the remainder of the reaches and is likely the major

contributor to this small direct effect. However, the absence of a consistent

downstream trend in minimum stream temperature combined with the presence of

subsurface flow in reach 4 suggests that a functional relationship between

minimum stream temperature and elevation likely did not exist on this stream.

Gdn Creek

In 2000 all reaches differed with respect to minimum stream temperature

while in 2001 reaches 1 and 2 were similar and reaches 3 and 4 were similar

(Figure 12). Generally, a downstream increase in daily minimum stream

temperature was evident, however a small decrease, statistically significant only in

2000, was noticed in reach 2. The temperature reduction across reach 2 was likely

in response to the cooling effects of the groundwater present in this reach.

The path models for the hypotheses regarding daily minimum stream

temperature are displayed in Figure 16. The variation in minimum stream

temperature that is explained by these models is primarily due to the large negative

direct effect of reach elevation. Reach length, daily minimum air temperature and

shade also expressed significant relationships with the response. Minimum air
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Figure 16. Path diagrams for hypotheses investigating daily minimum stream
temperature (Gdn). Path coefficients are standardized partial regression
coefficients. The top and bottom models are 2000 and 2001 respectively.

temperature was particularly strong in 2001 and likely contributed the most to

explaining the variation in minimum stream temperature during that year. Daily

maximum air temperature was not consistent in exhibiting a significant association

with the response, however did display a small direct effect in 2000.

Very little of the variability in daily minimum or maximum air temperatures

was accounted for by the parameters in these models (Figure 16). None of the
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paths between shade or elevation and the air temperature variables were significant

in 2000, while the path from shade to maximum air temperature was significant in

2001. However, owing to the absence of a direct effect of maximum air

temperature on minimum stream temperature in 2001, no evidence was provided

from these analyses to support the hypothesized indirect effects of shade and

elevation on minimum stream temperature.

The negative relationship reported between elevation and minimum stream

temperature indicates that minimum stream temperatures increased with decreases

in elevation. From Figures 11 and 12 it is apparent that the lower elevation reaches

exhibited warmer minimum stream temperatures and the higher elevation reaches

expressed cooler minimum stream temperatures. The greater difference in

minimum stream temperature between reaches 3 and 4 in 2000 relative to 2001

likely caused the stronger elevation effect reported for that year.

Given the lack of reach level variability in air temperatures over this creek

(Figure 11), it is doubtful that the elevation effect uncovered in these analyses was

a result of downstream environmental changes, rather it is likely that the

relationship reported is the result of reach location in the watershed. Unfortunately,

in this unique situation, the confounding effect of the groundwater influx that

occurred in the upper two reaches created a situation where an understanding of the

functional relationship between elevation and minimum stream temperature could

not be satisfactorily developed. In other words, it is unclear if the downstream

reaches were warmer owing to some aspect of elevation or if the upstream reaches
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were cooler due to the groundwater influx. There is no question that the

downstream reaches were warmer, however, that this warming was the result of

elevation can not be conclusively stated.

The direct effect of length on minimum stream temperature as reported in

these analyses may be overstated. The disproportionate length and relative warmth

of it's daily minimum stream temperature provided reach 3 with significant

influence over the coefficient for the path between these parameters (see the

Appendix for a plot of length versus minimum stream temperature). In spite of

reach 3, however, a positive relationship remained evident among reaches 1,2 and

4. Thus, it appears that longer reaches did exhibit warmer minimum stream

temperatures, however, the functionality of this relationship is questionable. The

lower minimum stream temperatures observed in reaches 1 and 2 are likely in

response to groundwater rather than their relatively short lengths. Furthermore, the

longest reach does not exhibit the warmest minimum stream temperature, rather

reach 4, which is substantially shorter than reach 3, experienced the warmest

minimum stream temperatures. Thus, although a statistical relationship was

evident, it is unlikely that reach level changes in minimum stream temperature were

functionally related to length.

Although substantial reach level variability was lacking in the minimum air

temperature data, a general downstream increase was apparent in Figure 11 and this

likely accounted for some of the relationship reported between minimum air

temperature and minimum stream temperature. The lowest minimum stream
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temperatures occurred in reaches that also expressed the coolest minimum air

temperatures. Similarly, the waiiiiest minimum stream temperatures were found in

reaches that experienced the highest daily minimum air temperature (Figures 11

and 12). However, date may have also played a role in determining the effect size

of this relationship. Subsequent 2-way ANOVA investigating the factors date and

reach indicated that date was the primary factor in explaining the variation in

minimum air temperature and that it was also important in explaining minimum

stream temperature, particularly so in 2001 (Table 7). The substantial increase in

minimum air temperature effect magnitude in 2001 was due in part to the greater

similarities in reach level patterns between minimum stream temperature and

minimum air temperature however, was probably more in response to the increased

variation in minimum stream temperature over days. Evidently changes in daily

minimum air temperature over reaches and days were positively related to changes

in daily minimum stream temperature.

The negative relationship between shade and minimum stream temperature

reported in these analyses suggests decreases in minimum stream temperature

corresponded with increases in shade. However, the cause of this association is

unclear as the GDN creek data do not wholly support a negative relationship. It is

apparent from Figures 11 and 12 and Table 5 that a positive association between

these parameters exists. Hotter minimum stream temperatures were experienced

under higher amounts of shade. However, within the global positive relationship,

heavily influenced by reach 1, negative associations in reach means were evident
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between minimum stream temperature and shade. Reach 2 expressed a negative

relationship relative to reach 1, reach 3 was negative relative to reach 2 and reach 4

was negative relative to reach 3. Reaches 3 and 4, however, did remain in a

positive association relative to reach 1. However, the absence of significant

between reach variability in shade, the overall positive trend between this

parameter and the response and the low pair wise correlation between the two

suggests that something other than shade is responsible for the relationship reported

in these analyses. Although the shade effect on minimum stream temperature was

significant, it is unlikely that any functional relationship existed between these

parameters on this creek.

Summary

Significant reach level variation in daily minimum stream

temperatures was not observed in this study. With the exception of some streams

recording significant increases in low elevation reaches, relatively consistent

minimum stream temperature values were expressed within all study streams.

Daily minimum air temperature was consistent across all streams in

expressing the most significant and functionally viable relationship with daily

minimum stream temperature. Interestingly, minimum air temperature rarely

expressed substantial reach level variation. Rather, it was minimum air

temperature variation between days that explained much of the variation in daily

minimum stream temperature. This irregularity in data structure was likely a result
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of data selection protocols biased toward daily maximum air temperature.

Selecting for the hottest 20 days evidently did not wholly account for the variation

in climatic conditions, particularly with regard to daily minimum air temperature.

Indeed, minimum air temperatures expressed greater variability when compared to

daily maximum air temperatures (Table 3). Regardless, a strong relationship

between minimum air temperature and minimum stream temperature was evident

and changes in one parameter over days or reaches were positively associated with

changes in the other.

The relationship between minimum air temperature and minimum stream

temperature appeared to decay over the low elevation reaches of Bsk and Lsk

creeks. In both creeks, reach defined parameters expressed significant effects

based on increased downstream daily minimum stream temperatures. In these

situations it was expected that elevationally derived increases in daytime stream

heating resulted in daily maximum stream temperatures from which the stream

could not cool to the extent of the upstream reaches, even though cooler daily

minimum air temperatures were experienced. Although no formal record of

previous day maximum stream temperatures was presented, it is apparent that the

lower reaches of these two streams consistently exhibited elevated daily maximum

stream temperatures. It is likely that, based on the general proximity of the dates

selected for these two creeks, the previous day maximum stream temperatures

were also substantially warmer in these reaches (see the Appendix for a list of days

used in these analyses).
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All streams, regardless of their geographical location or ecological setting,

exhibited a strong association between daily minimum air temperature and daily

minimum stream temperature. However, it appears that the limitations of the

minimum air temperature relationship with minimum stream temperature were

unique to the desert streams in southeastern Oregon. This experiment was not

designed to specifically test for stream differences in thermal patterns, however it

appears as though downstream heat loading in Bsk and Lsk creeks limited stream

cooling as reduced minimum air temperatures over the lower elevation reaches did

not correspond with reduced minimum stream temperatures.
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DAILY RATE OF STREAM HEATING

LSK Creek

Based on differences in the daily rate of stream heating, 4 groupings of

sampling reaches were identified in 2000 and 5 groups were identified in 2001

(Figure 17). The lowest rates of heating were found in reaches higher in the

watershed while reaches lower in the watershed had comparatively higher rates of

heating.

Path analyses (Figure 18) identified reach length, shade and minimum air

temperature as the parameters that contributed the most to explaining the variation

in the daily rate of stream heating. Elevation change in 2000 had a large negative

effect, however this effect was not present during 2001. Similarly, daily maximum

air temperature contributed a small direct effect in 2000 but was not significant in

the following year. There was no evidence to support the indirect effects of shade

and elevation that were hypothesized to flow through minimum and maximum air

temperatures, although shade did show a small indirect effect mediated by

minimum air temperature in 2001 (Figure 18 and Table 9).

Elevation and length explained a large proportion of the variation in

elevation change and in 2000 both expressed indirect effects on the daily rate of

stream heating mediated by elevation change. However, the lack of a significant

elevation change effect in 2001 prevented these indirect effects from occurring in

that year.
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Figure 17. Mean daily rate of stream heating for each sampling reach on each
stream in 2000 and 2001. Different letter codes indicate significant differences
within years at the 0.05 significance level.
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and bottom models represent 2000 and 2001 respectively.
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DE2 TB3 IE DE TB

'JE Indirect Effect; 2 DE - Direct Effect; 1 E = Total Effect
41E = the sum of the products of the coefficients in each indirect route between the predictor and response

variables.
a - The effects shown for maximum and minimum air temperatures (grs) were determined from models

that did not include the other parameters. Similarly, the effects identified for shade, elevation,
elevation change and length were obtained from models that did not incorporate air temperature.

b - effects associated with analyses neglecting the effect of elevation change (gdn).
c - effects associated with analyses neglecting the effect of length (gdn).
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Table 9. Path effects from analyses on the daily rate of stream heating response for
each stream and each year.

Lsk Creek

Maxair 0.078 0.078 0.131 0.131
Minair -0.158 -0.158 -0.213 -0.213
Shade 0.006 -0.262 -0.256 -0.013 -0.314 -0.327
Elevation -0.263 -0.263 -0.152 -0.152
Elevation Change -0.530 -0.530 -0.137 -0.137
Length -0.648 1.091 0.443 -0.167 0.619 0.452

Bsk Creek

Maxair 0.377 0.377 0.132 0.132
Minair -0.266 -0.266 -0.197 -0.197
Shade -0.110 -0.495 -0.605 0.154 -0.172 -0.018
Elevation -0.236 -0.236 -0.739 -0.739
Elevation Change -0.277 0.277 - -0.662 -0.662
Length -0.080 0.059 -0.021 -0.297 0.165 -0.132

Grs Creek a

Maxair - 0.524 0.524 0.489 0.489
Minair -0.448 -0.448 -0.533 -0.533
Shade -0.209 -0.209 -0.159 -0.159
Elevation Change 0.487 0.487 0.387 0.387
Elevation -0.607 -.0.607 -0.483 -0.483
Length 0.244 0.383 0.627 0.194 0.329 0.523

Gdn Creek b

Maxair -0.172 -0.172 0.269 0.269
Minair -0.219 -0.219 -0.355 -0.355
Shade -0.040 0.216 0.176 -0.125 0.345 0.220
Elevation 0.060 0.060 0.028 0.028
Length 0.542 0.542 0.525 0.525

Gdn Creek

Maxair -0.172 -0.172 0,265 0.265
Minair -0.228 -0.228 -0.359 -0.359
Shade -0.021 0.131 0.110 -0.124 0.263 0.139
Elevation -0.216 -0.216 -0.248 -0.248
Elevation Change 0.595 0.595 0.593 0.593
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To fully rationalize parameter effects on rate of stream heating, its

components and their interaction must be clearly understood. Rate of stream

heating is generated through a combination of the daily magnitude of stream

heating, that is, the difference between daily minimum and daily maximum stream

temperatures, and the time that is required to sustain this heating. Thus, the reach

with the largest rate of heating will have the largest magnitude to time ratio.

Conceptually, a higher rate of heating could be established by either a faster time or

a larger magnitude, assuming the corresponding numerator or denominator remains

constant. The inverse would also be true with respect to a lower rate of heating.

The strong positive association between length and the rate of stream

heating exposed in these analyses was not likely in response to a faster time

interval between the minimum and maximum stream temperatures. Reach length

influenced increases in thermal energy exposure should correspond to a longer time

interval between minimum and maximum stream temperatures. Which, assuming

heating time was the only component of the rate of heating impacted, would

generate a negative relationship rather than the positive relationship that was

reported. However, increased residence time will also provide an opportunity for

increased heat loading and ifgreater than the increase in heating time will produce

a positive relationship between reach length and the rate of stream heating. These

data suggest that increases in the magnitude of stream heating occurred over

reaches with greater lengths. Figure 19 shows a substantial increase in the

magnitude of heating for reaches 5 and 6 while the time required for daily heating
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Figure 19. Comparison across sampling reaches of the average time required for
daily heat flux of the stream (upper graph) and the average daily heat flux of the
stream (maximum minimum) (lower graph) for Lsk creek.

remained relatively consistent across reaches. However, the existence of a

functional relationship between reach length and the rate of stream heating is

questionable as the attendant increase in the time required to sustain daily stream

heating was not observed in those reaches with increased lengths and elevated

magnitudes of heating. Any length related increase in the magnitude of stream

heating would necessarily occur along with an increase, of some proportion, in the

amount of time required to sustain the heating. If a stream is able to maintain
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thermal energy absorption over the length of its reach, the time between minimum

and maximum stream temperatures must increase accordingly. Thus, it is likely

that the strong positive relationship reported between length and the daily rate of

stream heating was coincidental in nature and that the increases observed in the

magnitude of stream heating were in response to downstream increases in the daily

maximum stream temperature. Although a direct path between elevation and rate

of stream heating was not posited in these analyses, a significant elevation effect on

daily maximum stream temperature was observed and these elevated maximum

stream temperatures were likely responsible for the observed association between

length and the rate of stream heating. Reaches 5 and 6 were substantially longer

and experienced higher maximum stream temperatures (Figures 2 and 4 relative to

the remaining reaches, and these common characteristics, although not functionally

related, generated the strong positive relationship reported in these path analyses.

As significant variability in heating time was not evident (Figure 19), it is

unlikely that any shade effect on the daily rate of stream heating was the result of a

shade interaction with heating time. Interestingly however, these analyses did not

provide any evidence of a strong relationship between shade and daily maximum or

daily minimum stream temperatures thus, it is unclear how shade would affect the

magnitude of stream heating. A plausible explanation for the significance of the

path between shade and the rate of stream heating may lie in the omission of a

direct effect of elevation. It is possible that, as a result of the high correlation

between elevation and shade (Table 5), a portion of the relationship between
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elevation and daily maximum stream temperature was revealed through the shade

effect on the rate of stream heating. Daily maximum stream temperatures increased

in the downstream direction and these increases in turn generated the observed

pattern in the rate of stream heating. Owing to the strong correlation between

shade and elevation, the downstream increases in the rate of stream heating may

have been, in the absence of a direct link between elevation and the response,

attributed to downstream changes in stream shading. Daily maximum stream

temperature was shown to be the only constituent of the magnitude of heating

influenced by reach level parameters, primarily elevation and length, and is the

only likely source for the observed effect on rate of stream heating. In other words,

changes in daily maximum stream temperature are the likely cause of changes in

the magnitude of stream heating and the associated changes in rate of stream

heating. In contrast, daily minimum stream temperature was influenced largely by

minimum air temperature, which did not show consistent reach level variation. A

direct effect of elevation on rate of heating was not posited because it was felt that

elevation change, not elevation, would be more responsible for any effects on rate

of heating. However, elevation is also an indication of reach location in the

watershed, and it is likely that location in the watershed and its attendant impact on

daily maximum stream temperatures, was significant in generating the reported

shade effect on daily rate of stream heating.

A negative relationship between daily minimum air temperature and the rate

of stream heating may at first appear paradoxical. Whereas selecting for the 20
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hottest days ensured low variability in daily maximum air temperatures, increased

variability was evident in the corresponding minimum air temperatures (Table 3).

The strong relationship between daily minimum and maximum air temperatures

and daily minimum stream temperature suggested that cooler days were associated

with cooler minimum stream temperatures. However, the lack of relationship

between air temperature and maximum stream temperature indicates that maximum

stream temperatures were attained regardless of daily minimum air temperatures.

Thus, cooler air temperatures and associated lower minimum stream temperatures,

in concert with relatively air temperature resistant maximum stream temperatures,

widened the gap between maximum and minimum stream temperatures resulting in

an increased rate of stream heating.

BSK Creek

In 2000 and 2001 four groupings of sampling reaches were identified with

respect to the daily rate of stream heating (Figure 17). Generally, higher rates of

heating occurred in reaches lower in the watershed while lower rates of heating

were evident in higher elevation reaches. Reach 2, however, expressed a noticeable

depression in the rate of stream heating and this was likely in response to the

groundwater influx identified in this reach. Although groundwater appeared to

influence both the magnitude and time components of the rate of heating (Figure

20), apparently the reduction experienced by the magnitude of heating was



sufficient enough to generate the observed response in the daily rate of stream

heating.

Path models used in the analyses of the daily rate of stream heating are

displayed in Figure 21. As the paths explaining daily maximum air temperature

and daily minimum air temperature were the only regressions in the rate of stream

heating analyses where both shade and elevation were included as explanatory
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Figure 20. Comparison across sampling reaches of the average time required for
the daily heat flux of the stream (upper chart) and the average daily heat flux of the
stream (lower chart) for Bsk creek.
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variables, their path coefficients were affected by the correlation between these

explanatory variables. Indeed, the coefficients representing these paths as

presented in Figure 21 exhibit high variability in effect size and trend. As

described in the Bsk daily maximum stream temperature analyses, secondary path

models incorporating either one or the other of elevation or shade indicated the

presence of a strong negative relationship between these parameters and maximum

air temperature (Figure 6). No significant path coefficients were reported for the

analyses on minimum air temperature (Figure 6).

These path analyses (Figure 21) also identified conspicuous differences in

effect magnitude across years. Missing data and the associated impact on these

analyses appears to be the primary factor influencing the between year differences

in coefficient magnitudes. The loss of reach 4 in 2001 created a very strong

negative association between elevation change and the rate of stream heating

(Figures 7 and 17). This congruency in downstream patterns caused elevation

change to exhibit the strongest effect on this response in 2001 and likely

diminished the significance of other parameters that were evidently important in the

2000 analysis.

The variation in the daily rate of stream heating that was accounted for in

these path analyses (Figure 21) can be attributed to the large direct effects of

elevation change, shade and daily minimum air temperature. Daily maximum air

temperature expressed a strong effect only in 2000 while length exhibited a

significant effect in 2001.
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The hypothesized path between elevation change and the daily rate of

stream heating was based on the premise of adiabatic heating observed in air

masses. This concept would suggest a positive relationship between elevation

change and the rate of stream heating. However, elevation change in this stream

exhibited a very strong negative relationship with rate of heating, particularly in

2001 (Figure 21). A general downstream increase in the rate of heating and

decrease in elevation change was observed over this stream (Figure 7 and 17).

However, within this general trend there were some curiosities evident with respect

to the functionality of the reported relationship. The depression in the rate of

stream heating over reach 2 was more likely in response to groundwater influence

than the increase in elevation change observed over this reach. Furthermore, reach

4 expressed both a larger elevation change and higher rate of heating relative to

most reaches and its exclusion appears to factor significantly in the strength of this

relationship reported for 2001. The artificial strength of the 2001 path coefficient

and the lack of consistent reach level negative associations combined with the

influence of groundwater suggest the any relationship that existed between

elevation change and rate of heating was more likely coincidental then the result of

a functional association.

Although it is difficult to separate the individual effects of shade from

elevation, it is clear from the maximum stream temperature analyses (Figure 6) that

these explanatory variables had a significant influence on that response. It is likely

that downstream increases in maximum stream temperature generated downstream
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increases in the magnitude ofstream heating and thus the rate of stream heating.

Indeed, Figures 2 and 17 show very similar patterns in both daily maximum stream

temperature and daily rate of stream heating. However, it is also plausible that the

strong association between shade or elevation and daily minimum stream

temperature (Figure 14) could have mitigated any potential maximum stream

temperature related downstream increases in the magnitude of stream heating. In

other words, the total magnitude of stream heating could have remained similar if

comparable downstream increases occurred in both maximum and minimum stream

temperatures. The similarity in patterns between daily maximum stream

temperature and daily rate of stream heating along with the differences between

daily minimum stream temperature and rate of heating and the relative strength of

the elevation or shade path coefficients within the path models for each response

suggests that increases in maximum stream temperature and attendant increases in

the magnitude of heating are responsible for the strong relationship between

elevation or shade and the daily rate of stream heating. Furthermore, the magnitude

of change between the coolest upstream reach and warmest downstream reach is

significantly greater for daily maximum stream temperature compared to daily

minimum stream temperature (Figures 2 and 12). Unfortunately, due to the

confounding influence of the correlation between shade and elevation, a stronger

statement regarding their individual effects on the rate of stream heating could not

be made.
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The strong negative relationship between elevation or shade and daily

maximum air temperature indicates that maximum air temperature also played an

intermediary role in terms of the indirect effect of shade and elevation on daily rate

of stream heating. Evidently, the impact of elevation or shade on maximum air

temperature in turn influences the rate ofstream heating. In this stream, however,

the bulk of the elevation or shade effect flowed through the direct path (Figure 21).

Figures 7 and 17 show some evidence to support the negative relationship reported

between minimum air temperature and the daily rate of stream heating. However,

date was also significant in explaining the variation in these parameters (Table 7)

and it is likely that the minimum air temperature influence on minimum stream

temperature, observed primarily over days, was influential in generating the

significant effect between minimum air temperature and the rate of stream heating.

Although the variability in the rate of stream heating that was accounted for by date

was small it was statistically significant and it is expected that days with cooler

minimum air temperatures expressed higher rates of stream heating. Owing to the

absence of a functional relationship between maximum stream temperature and

minimum air temperature, cooler minimum stream temperatures, expressed in

response to cooler minimum air temperatures, would have increased the gap

between minimum and maximum stream temperatures and thus increased the daily

rate of stream heating.
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GRS Creek

In 2000 all reaches differed with respect to the rate of stream heating while

in 2001 reaches 1 and 4 were similar (Figure 17). Generally there was an

increasing trend in the rate of stream heating from reach 1 through to reach 3.

Reach 4, however, expressed a notable reduction in this parameter. Evidently this

reduction was a result of the depressed maximum stream temperatures and the

warm minimum stream temperatures observed over this reach (Figures 2 and 12).

The moderated stream temperatures apparently reduced the magnitude of stream

heating enough to substantially limit the rate of heating.

The separated analyses for the daily rate of stream heating response can be

seen in Figure 22. Daily maximum and minimum air temperatures both expressed

a significant relationship with the rate of stream heating. There was no apparent

consistency in coefficient size, however, as maximum air temperature was the

largest in 2000 while minimum air temperature was the largest in 2001. Minimum

air temperature did consistently express a negative relationship while maximum air

temperature was consistent in expressing a positive relationship. Of the parameters

included as explanatory variables in hypothesis B, elevation change continually

exhibited the strongest relationship with the rate of stream heating. Length also

expressed a significant relationship with the response however was not as large as

that identified for elevation change. These data were inconclusive regarding the

significance of a shade effect on the response, and although the coefficient for this

path was significant in 2000, it was the smallest in magnitude. Elevation and
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length also expressed significant negative effects on elevation change, and in turn

contributed indirect effects on the rate of stream heating (Figure 22 and Table 9).

In the 2000 sampling year, the significant relationship between daily

maximum air temperature and the rate of stream heating can be observed in the

similar downstream patterns in these two parameters (Figures 9 and 17). With the

absence of air temperature data for reach 4 during this year, maximum air

temperature exhibited a consistent increasing trend, similar to that expressed by the

rate of stream heating over the same 3 reaches. In 2001 however, these

congruencies in downstream patterns were not evident. In fact, a negative

relationship between these variables was apparent in reach 4. Due to the increased

2000 2001
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variability in both parameters in 2001 (Table 3), it is likely that the relationship

between maximum air temperature and rate of stream heating observed in 2001 was

a result of similarities in variation over dates. Indeed, Table 7 shows that date not

only accounted for a large proportion of the variation in maximum air temperature,

but was also much more significant in explaining the variability in the rate of

stream heating when compared to 2000. Although the similarities in downstream

patterns between maximum air temperature and rate of heating differed among

years, it is evident that a direct relationship existed between these parameters.

Hotter daily maximum air temperatures were associated with increased rates of

stream heating and, alternatively, cooler maximum air temperatures were

associated with lower rates of stream heating.

From Figure 8 it is evident that maximum stream temperature varied

directly with maximum air temperature, and it would appear that the daily

maximum air temperature effect on the rate of stream heating is dominated by this

relationship. Increases in daily maximum stream temperatures associated with

increases in maximum air temperature may have increased the magnitude of stream

heating and, perforce the rate of stream heating, by widening the gap between

minimum and maximum stream temperatures. Although the maximum air

temperature association with minimum stream temperature could have mitigated

against any maximum stream temperature generated inflation in the magnitude of

stream heating, it is more likely that an increase in the magnitude of heating did

occur given the relative strength of the maximum air temperature effect on
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maximum stream temperature compared to its effect on minimum stream

temperature.

The consistent negative relationship exposed between minimum air

temperature and the daily rate of stream heating is curious. Although no statistical

difference in minimum air temperature was found between reaches in either year,

an inverse relationship with the rate of heating was evident from the reach means

for these parameters (Table 3). However, it is likely that the strength of this

relationship lies in similar temporal variability rather than non-significant spatial

variation. As observed from Table 7, date explained the majority of the variability

in minimum air temperature and also accounted for some of the variation in the

daily rate of stream heating. The primary means for minimum air temperature

impact on the daily rate of stream heating is through its influence on the daily

minimum stream temperature. Changes in minimum stream temperatures resulting

from changes in minimum air temperature directly impact the magnitude of stream

heating. Whereas maximum stream temperatures are relatively resistant to changes

in minimum air temperature (Figure 8), minimum stream temperatures are a

reflection of the attendant daily minimum air temperature (Figure 15). Thus,

changes in daily minimum air temperatures elicit similar responses in daily

minimum stream temperatures and these changes in minimum stream temperatures

influence the rate of stream heating. Fluctuations in minimum air temperatures

appear to have relatively little impact on maximum stream temperatures (Figure 8),

thus the gap between minimum and maximum stream temperatures and therefore,
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the rate of stream heating varies inverselywith changes in minimum stream

temperatures.

The relationship between elevation change and rate of stream heating is

contrary to that hypothesized at the outset of this experiment. The original

postulation was that, similar to adiabatic heating processes in air, changes in

elevation would express a direct relationship with the magnitude of stream

temperature change. This rationale would suggest that increases in elevation

change would elicit a greater magnitude of stream heating and thus an increase in

the rate of stream heating. However, it appears as though the groundwater

influenced reach 4 expressed a significant amount of influence over the reported

association between elevation change and daily rate of stream heating. Both the

largest elevation change and lowest rate of stream heating occur in reach 4.

Moreover, if reach 4 is ignored, only a weak relationship, if any, is apparent

between these two parameters (Figures 9 and 17). The reduction in the rate of

stream heating observed over reach 4 is the result of a large decrease in the

magnitude of heating (Figure 23). The decrease in magnitude brought on by a drop

in maximum stream temperature and an increase in minimum stream temperature

(Figures 2 and 12), can not be explained by elevation change alone, rather it was

the influx of relatively thermally stable groundwater that appears to have generated

this temperature change. Thus, it appears as though no physical relationship

between elevation change and the daily rate of stream heating existed on Grs creek.
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The positive relationship evident in these analyses indicates that increases

in reach length were associated with higher rates of heating however, the data do

not fully support the presence of this relationship. An increase in the magnitude of

stream heating that is a result of increased reach lengths would necessarily occur

along with an increase, of some proportion, in the amount of time required to

sustain the heating. Increases in stream heat load that are associated with increased

residence time are dependent on the continued ability of the stream to heat.

Therefore, if a stream can retain thermal energy, the time between minimum and

maximum stream temperatures must also increase. As a positive association
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between reach length (Figure 11) and the heating time (Figure 23) is not apparent,

in fact the longest heating times occur in the shortest reaches, it is unlikely that, in

this creek, a functional relationship existed between these two parameters. (It

should be noted, however, that no analyses were performed that specifically

investigated the relationship between reach length and the heating time).

Furthermore, it appears as though reaches 3 and 4 were influential in determining

this relationship as significant increases in both length and rate of heating occur in

reach 3, while significant decreases in these two parameters occur in reach 4.

However, the lack of an obvious length and heating time relationship combined

with the apparent influence of groundwater cast significant doubt on the physical

importance of this association.

A direct effect of elevation on the daily rate of stream heating was not

included in these hypotheses as it was felt that elevation alone would not impact the

rate of stream heating. However, it is speculated that reach location in the

watershed, a component of elevation, may have a significant bearing on the daily

rate of stream heating. Lack of significant reach level variation in daily minimum

stream temperatures combined with low variability in heating time suggests that

changes in the daily maximum stream temperature were primarily responsible for

the observed changes in the daily rate of stream heating. Although these analyses

produced a reach 4 controlled positive relationship between elevation and

maximum stream temperature, reaches 1,2 and 3 all expressed a distinct negative

trend with elevation. This negative association is indicative of increases in daily
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maximum stream temperature with distance down the watershed. Downstream

increases in daily maximum stream temperature generated similar downstream

increases in the magnitude of stream heating and consequently the daily rate of

stream heating. Reach 4, however, owing to the groundwater influence did not

conform to this trend. Although the model B analyses did not account for air

temperatures, the high R2 values of these models suggests that reach location in the

watershed was a significant parameter with respect to the daily rate of stream

heating.

Strong indirect effects of elevation and length on the daily rate of stream

heating were evident in these analyses (Figure 22 and Table 9). However, given

the unreliability of the elevation change direct effect, interpretation of these indirect

effects was not performed.

GDN Creek

In 2000 reaches 1 and 2 were similar with respect to the daily rate of stream

heating while in 2001 reaches 1 and 2 and reaches 3 and 4 expressed similarities in

this parameter (Figure 17). Over both sampling years, the downstream reaches

displayed higher rates of stream heating.

The path models used in the separated analyses of the daily rate of stream

heating are displayed in Figure 24. Both elevation change and length, in their

respective models, exhibited strong positive direct effects on the daily rate of

stream heating and, along with the negative direct effect of daily minimum air
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temperature, appear to explain most of the variation in the rate of heating variation

that was accounted for by these models. Shade and daily maximum air temperature

also contributed significant effects, however in a smaller capacity relative to the

other parameters.

Very little of the variability in daily minimum or maximum air temperatures

was accounted for by the hypothesized models. With the exception of the

coefficient for the path between shade and maximum air temperature in 2001, there

were no significant associations between shade or elevation and the air temperature

parameters. A small negative indirect effect of shade flowing through maximum

air temperature was apparent in 2001, however the majority of the shade effect

flowed through the direct path.

Very little of the variation in elevation change was accounted for in the

models that included this parameter as an explanatory variable (Figure 24).

However, a strong direct effect of elevation on elevation change was evident and

indicated the presence of an indirect effect of elevation on the daily rate of stream

heating.

Obvious similarities in the downstream patterns of length and elevation

change are evident in Figure 11. The strong positive association between these

variables and the rate of heating that was identified in these analyses suggests

increases in the rate of stream heating occurred in concert with increases in either

length or elevation change. Reaches with shorter lengths and lower elevation

changes exhibited lower rates of stream heating while those reaches with greater
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elevation changes and lengths experienced higher rates of stream heating.

However, the significant influence of the length and elevation change values

associated with reach 3 exaggerated the association as reported. An examination of

scatter plots showing elevation change and length versus daily rate of stream

heating (Appendix) reveals the influential character of this reach and, when

visualizing without reach 3, a reduced slope in the trend is obvious. The strength of

the reported relationship between length or elevation change and the rate of stream

heating was questioned further based on the lack of between year consistency in the

existence and magnitude of the reduction in the rate of stream heating over reach 4;

a reach that experienced a substantial reduction in length and elevation.

Groundwater influence, particularly in reach 1, also confounded the reported

relationships between length or elevation change and the rate of stream heating. It

is likely that the cooling effects of groundwater significantly influenced the reduced

rates of stream heating observed in reaches 1 and 2.

Despite the evident weaknesses, a positive association between reach length

or elevation change and the daily rate of stream heating was evident in these stream

temperature data. Length was hypothesized to influence the daily rate of stream

heating through changes in reach level stream residence times. Elevated residence

times, due to extended stream exposure to thermal energy, would raise the daily

maximum stream temperature thereby generating an increase in the magnitude of

stream heating. Indeed, the longer reaches of Gdn creek did experience greater

magnitudes of stream heating (Figures 11 and 25). Although this may initially
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appear associated with reach length, it is likely in response some other stream

parameter, as any increase in the magnitude of stream heating that is a result of a

length induced increase in the maximum stream temperature would necessarily

experience an associated increase in heating time. A defined jump in the heating

time that corresponds to the increased magnitude of heating observed over reaches

3 and 4 is conspicuously absent (Figure 25). Although an increasing downstream

Heating time

2 3 4

Magnitude of heating

2
Reach

3 4

Figure 25. Comparison across sampling reaches of the average time required for
the daily heat flux of the stream (upper chart) and the average daily heat flux of the
stream (lower chart) for Gdn creek
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trend in heating time is apparent, the smoothness of this line provides no indication

of a relationship with reach length. The lack of functional significance in the

reported length effect on daily maximum stream temperature casts further doubt on

the significance of a length relationship with rate of stream heating. Furthermore,

if the increased magnitude of stream heating were in response to a length effect on

minimum stream temperature, the relationship between length and minimum

stream temperature would be negative rather then positive as was reported for the

minimum stream temperature analyses. In other words, if the increase in the

magnitude of stream heating was in response to changes in minimum stream

temperature, the change must be toward cooler minimum stream temperature.

The Gdn creek data do not fully support the assertion, beyond a statistical

correlation, that reaches with larger elevation changes experienced greater rates of

stream heating. Although a strong path coefficient was reported and there were

similarities in downstream trends between these two parameters, the functionality

of this relationship was questioned. It is apparent from the scatter plot of elevation

change versus daily rate of stream heating shown in the Appendix, that the

excessive magnitude of elevation drop in reach 3 significantly influenced the

strength of the reported relationship. Although a positive trend between elevation

change and rate of stream heating was apparent between reaches 1, 2 and 4, the

strength of the association between these three reaches appears to be much weaker.

Elevation change was hypothesized to have a direct impact on the

magnitude of stream temperature change rather than actual stream temperature
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values. Although downstream patterns in the magnitude of stream heating (Figure

25) showed a dramatic increase at reach 3, a decrease over reach 4 commensurate

with the decrease in elevation change was not evident. The small decrease in the

rate of stream heating that was evident over reach 4, particularly in 2000, was not

clearly associated with a change in the magnitude of stream heating as an increase

in the heating time was apparent over this reach as well. The downstream increases

in the magnitude of stream heating appear to be in response to downstream

increases in the daily maximum stream temperature, a parameter over which

elevation change was not expected to influence. Moreover, groundwater influx

rather than the attendant changes in elevation likely influenced the lower rates of

stream heating exhibited in the upper stream reaches. It appears as though the

influence of reach 3 overstated the significance of the relationship between

elevation change and rate of stream heating, and although downstream correlations

among these parameters were apparent, it is unlikely that any functional association

was present.

Daily minimum air temperature expressed a consistent negative effect on

the daily rate of stream heating. Although reach level comparisons of these

variables indicated a small negative association, there was no evidence in Figures

11 and 17 of a negative relationship of the magnitude indicated by these analyses.

It is likely, however, that a stronger negative relationship existed between these two

parameters as a result of similar between day variation. Two-way ANOVA

indicated that date factored significantly in explaining the variation in both
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minimum air temperature and daily rate of stream heating (Table 7). It is likely that

the minimum air temperature effect on the rate of stream heating was consequential

to the minimum air temperature effect on minimum stream temperature. Increased

minimum stream temperatures associated with increases in minimum air

temperatures would have reduced the gap between minimum and maximum stream

temperatures thereby generating a decrease in the daily rate of stream heating. It is

possible that the minimum air temperature effect on maximum stream temperature

would have resulted in similar increases in maximum stream temperature.

However, owing to the significance of minimum air temperature in explaining

minimum stream temperature and the increased importance of reach level variation

to maximum stream temperature, it is likely that minimum stream temperature

changed to a greater degree than maximum stream temperature in response to daily

changes in minimum air temperature.

With the exception of reach 2, a positive trend between shade and rate of

stream heating was evident (Figures 11 and 17). Reaches with higher amounts of

shade typically expressed higher rates of stream heating. Interestingly, this

relationship is opposite of that expressed for both maximum stream temperature

and minimum stream temperature and appears to accurately reflect the patterns

observed. However, it is unlikely that a functional relationship between shade and

the daily rate of stream heating was present given the ability of shade to buffer

against increases in stream heating (e.g. Brown and Krygier 1970). Typically,

shade is expected to prevent increases in maximum stream temperature and there is
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some evidence to suggest it may also impede stream cooling (Swift and Messer

1981). Either of these events or their combination, through a reduction in the

interval between minimum and maximum stream temperatures, would cause a

decrease in the magnitude and rate of stream heating. Furthermore, no evidence

was presented to suggest a consistent relationship between shade and maximum

stream temperature and no functional rational was produced that could adequately

explain the significant coefficient for the path between shade and daily minimum

stream temperature. As there was no apparent relationship between shade and the

factors that contribute to the magnitude of stream heating, and no evidence of a

decrease in the heating time over the high shade reaches (Figures 10, 16 and 25), it

is not likely that a functional relationship between shade and the daily rate of

stream heating was present on this stream.

Interestingly, the small direct effect of daily maximum air temperature on

the daily rate of stream heating varied from negative in 2000 to positive in 2001.

Due to this variability in trend, the existence of a functional relationship between

maximum air temperature and the rate of heating is questionable. The effect in

2000 can be rationalized through the positive association between maximum air

temperature and minimum stream temperature. In other words, increases in

minimum stream temperature associated with increases in maximum air

temperature would have caused a reduction in the magnitude of stream heating and

a reduction in the daily rate of stream heating. Functional validation of the positive

maximum air temperature effect in 2001, however, is difficult. The physical
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processes of the negative relationship between maximum air and stream

temperatures in this year is unclear particularly with regard to the positive effect of

maximum air temperature on the rate of stream heating. Given the lack of a

consistent trend in the maximum air temperature association with the rate of stream

heating combined with the absence of distinct and logical maximum air

temperature effects on minimum and maximum stream temperatures, it was not

surprising that a clear and rational relationship between maximum air temperature

and the rate of stream heating was not found.

A substantial indirect effect of elevation on the daily rate of heating,

flowing through elevation change, was evident in those models that included

elevation change as an explanatory variable (Figure 22 and Table 9). A direct

effect of elevation was not posited in the rate of stream heating analyses, however,

it is likely that elevation did have a significant relationship with the response

beyond that suggested by the indirect effect. The rate of stream heating exhibited

obvious downstream patterns such that lower reaches expressed greater rates of

stream heating (Figures 17). The downstream changes in the rate of stream

heating were primarily a result of changes in minimum and maximum stream

temperatures, and from the analyses of these stream temperature responses is was

evident that elevation was the most significant parameter in explaining their

variation. Moreover, the strong effects of length or elevation change that were

reported in these analyses appear related to downstream changes in the magnitude

of stream heating. Changes in the magnitude of stream heating rely primarily on
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variation in daily maximum stream temperature, which to a large degree was

determined by location in the watershed.

Considering the relatively high R2 values reported for daily maximum and

minimum stream temperatures it was interesting that less than 60% of the variation

in the daily rate of stream heating was explained by the models in Figure 24. The

importance of minimum and maximum stream temperatures in deteiiuining the

rate of stream heating combined with the significant relationship between

elevation and these parameters suggests that the absence of a direct path between

elevation and rate of stream heating may have factored considerably in the R2

reduction.

Summary

With the exception of those reaches in Bsk, Grs and Gdn creeks that were

influenced by groundwater of subsurface flow, all streams exhibited obvious

downstream increases in the daily rate of stream heating (Figure 5).

Daily minimum air temperature consistently exhibited a significant negative

association with the rate of stream heating. Interestingly, this negative association

is opposite to that hypothesized at the outset of these analyses. Evidently,

minimum air temperature and its positive association with minimum stream

temperature generated this negative relationship. However, the lack of association

between minimum air temperature and maximum stream temperature was also

influential in establishing this effect. Minimum air temperature related changes in
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minimum stream temperature, in concert with little or no variation in daily

maximum stream temperature, resulted in a reduction in the daily stream

temperature fluctuation and thus a negative association with the rate of stream

heating.

Various reach defined parameters expressed statistically significant

relationships with the daily rate of stream heating, however, very few of these

relationships retained any functional validity. Although a direct effect of elevation

was not posited in the rate of heating analyses, it was suspected that elevation did

in fact express a strong relationship with this response. Much of the variation in

the daily rate of stream heating was in response to changes in the daily maximum

stream temperature, and a significant proportion of the variation in maximum

stream temperature was explained by reach elevation. In all streams, reach

elevation was implicated in some fashion, either through correlations with other

explanatory variables or indirect effects, in the explanation of the variability

exhibited by the daily rate of stream heating. Elevation, through its association

with reach location in the watershed and attendant time of thermal energy exposure,

typically expressed a strong positive relationship with the daily maximumstream

temperature. Increases in the daily maximum stream temperature subsequently

generated increases in the daily magnitude of stream heating and thereby increased

the daily rate of stream heating.

The strong influence of groundwater or subsurface flow on the daily rate of

stream heating was evident in these analyses. Noticeable decreases in the rate of
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stream heating, the magnitude of heating and in some cases the heating time were

evident in those reaches where subsurface flow was noted. Evidently the

depression in daily maximum stream temperatures translated into reductions in the

magnitude and rate of stream heating. Although reductions in the heating time

were noticed over reaches experiencing groundwater influx, these reductions were

not large enough to supersede the considerable decreases in the magnitude of

heating. The reductions in heating time, however, are presumably a result of the

decreased magnitude of stream heating.

Daily maximum and minimum stream temperature also appeared to express

a significant influence on the daily rate of stream heating. Most, if not all,

functional relationships were based on explanatory variable associations with

stream temperature followed by stream temperature associations with the rate of

stream heating. Maximum and minimum stream temperatures were not included as

predictor variables in the rate of stream heating analyses and it may prove fruitful

in future studies to incorporate these parameters and investigate the relevance of the

indirect effects of other explanatory variables mediated by these stream temperature

parameters.

Between stream differences in the parameters influencing the daily rate of

stream heating were not apparent in these analyses. Although the streams existed

within differing environments, minimum air temperature and reach location in the

watershed were the primary factors in explaining the variation in daily rate of

stream heating.



CONCLUSION

Resource management activities typical of these areas should have little

impact on the parameters found, on these streams, to be associated with stream

temperature. Interestingly, reach elevation and climatic influence from both

maximum and minimum air temperatures emerged as the dominant factors with

respect to stream theinial patterns (Table 10).

As was originally hypothesized, reach elevation, represented by location in

the watershed, expressed a strong negative relationship with the stream temperature

parameters. This association was particularly significant for both maximum stream

temperature and the rate of stream heating, where cumulative downstream theiiiial

energy exposure was identified as the likely cause of this relationship. Zwieniecki

and Newton (1999) exploited this relationship when developing stream temperature

signatures based on specific environmental and discharge parameters.

As numerous studies have shown (e.g. McRae and Edwards 1994, Maloney

et al. 1999 and Meays 2000), air temperatures, when variable, expressed a strong

relationship with the stream temperature responses. Interestingly, not all

relationships were positive as was originally hypothesized (Figure 1) rather, the

minimum air temperature effect on the rate of stream heating was negative and this

was attributed to a positive association between minimum air temperature and

diurnal stream temperature fluctuation. Furtheiiiiore, climatic variation,

particularly daily minimum air temperature, appeared to be more important in terms
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Elevation

Minimum Air
Temperature

Maximum Stream
Temperature

*

Elevation
*

Minimum Air
Temperature

Elevation/Shade

Minimum Air
Temperature

Elevation

Maximum Stream
Temperature

*

Minimum Air
Temperature

Groundwater

Daily Maximum Stream Temperature

Elevation

Maximum Air Maximum Air
Temperature Temperature

Groundwater Groundwater

Daily Minimum Stream Temperature

Minimum Air
Temperature

Maximum Air
Temperature

Daily Rate of Stream Heating

Elevation/Shade Elevation
*

Minimum Air
Temperature

Maximum Air
Temperature

Groundwater

Elevation

Groundwater

Minimum Air
Temperature

Minimum Air
Temperature

Elevation

Groundwater

Minimum Air
Temperature

Elevation

Groundwater

* Indicates parameters with relationships assumed to exist and are based on the
associated discussion.
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Table 10. Parameters expressing relationships with the daily maximum stream
temperature, daily minimum stream temperature and daily rate of stream heating.
The relationships were identified from the analyses and subsequent discussion and
are presented by creek and response.

Lsk creek Bsk creek Grs creek Gdn creek
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of explaining the variation in minimum stream temperature relative to either

maximum stream temperature or the rate of stream heating.

The influence of groundwater influx and subsurface flow was also

prevalent, particularly with respect to their ability to significantly cool maximum

stream temperatures and reduce rates of stream heating. In fact, cool water inflow,

when present, appeared to significantly impair the ability to observe relationships

with any of the other explanatory variables. McRae and Edwards (1994) also

reported that groundwater influence might account for the reduced correlation

evident between air and water temperatures in streams with a dominant

groundwater influence.

The juxtaposition between the environmental and physical factors that

emerged from this study is interesting. When climatic variation was present, air

temperature appeared to exhibit an association with stream temperature and it is

speculated that climatic regime is the primary theiinal stimulus within which the

watershed level parameters like shade, elevation and channel shape function in a

subordinate role relative to a streams thermal pattern. Adopting the natural

warming trend concept of Zwieniecki and Newton (1999), it seems logical that

thermal disturbances will become less prevalent as ambient environmental energy

availability increases. Thus, if surrounding air temperatures increase, it is plausible

that the ability of watershed level physical parameters to alter a streams

temperature signature diminishes owing to the maximal absorption of

environmental thermal energy by the stream. Moreover, it would be interesting to
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investigate if, under conditions of differing climatic regimes, the watershed

parameters significant with respect to stream temperature change.

The influence of the stream temperature parameters on each otherwas not

specifically investigated in this study. Because most of the effects on the rate of

stream heating discovered, were rationalized through either maximum or minimum

stream temperature it is evident that these parameters should be included as

predictors of the rate of heating response. Furthermore, associations between

maximum stream temperature and minimum stream temperature were also

identified, and it would be useful if their mutual effects on each other were

included in future investigations of the parameters significant in generating stream

thermal patterns.

This study was not designed to investigate the impact, on stream

temperature, of potential changes in any of the physical attributes of these streams.

Thus, inferences regarding alterations to the existing thermal patterns that may

result from future changes in shade or watershed hydrology, for example, can not

be made with any certainty.

Caution should be exercised when interpreting the results presented herein.

This was a case study specific to the four streams analyzed and bears no direct

inference to other stream systems. Furtheiinore, the relatively small sample size

limited the statistical ability to confidently state the existence or non-existence of

any particular relationship. Nevertheless, this report does provide infoiiiiation and
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perspective into the physical and environmental factors that may be influencing the

stream temperatures experienced in eastern Oregon streams.
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Stream Discharge (m3/sec) Stream Discharge (m3/sec)

2000 2001 2000 2001

Reach Lsk Creek Reach Bsk Creek

1 0.03 0.03 1 0.01 0.01
2 0.02 0.02 2 0.01 0.01
3a

- 3 0.02 0.02
4 0.02 0.02 4 0.02 0.02
5 0.02 0.02 5 0.02 0.02
6 0.02 0.02

Reach Grs Creek Reach Gdn Creekb

1 0.02 0.002 1 0.004 0.04
2 0.002 0.002 2 0.01 0.04
3 0.003 0.002 3 0.01 0.04
4C 0.001 - 4 0.02 0.04
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Table Al. Mean sampling reach discharge values for each stream and each year.

* Discharge were calculated as reach means averaged over all samples that occurred within the
days included in the data sets used in these analyses.

** N=6 for Lsk and Bsk in 2000; N=3 for all streams in 2001; N=2 for Grs in 2000 and N=l for
Gdn 2000.

a Due to the close proximity of reach 4, discharge was not sampled ui reach 3 of Lsk creek.
b The values reported for Gdn creek in 2001 may be exaggerated because of precipitation

occurring during the discharge sampling event. Mean discharge values excluding this particular
sample were around 0.02 m3/sec and are more likely representative of the typical discharge that
occurred during the days used in the analysis.

c Discharge in 2001 was not recorded, as stream velocities were too low to record with the pygmy
meter.



Table A2. The days used in these analyses for each creek in each year.

Lsk Creek Bsk Creek

2000 2001 2000 2001

7/11/00 8/01/00 6/21/01 8/05/01 7/12/00 8/01/00 6/21/01 8/06/01
7/12/00 8/02/00 6/22/01 8/06/01 7/13/00 8/02/00 6/22/01 8/07/01
7/13/00 8/03/00 6/30/01 8/07/01 7/20/00 8/05/00 6/30/01 8/08/01
7/20/00 8/05/00 7/01/01 8/08/0 1 7/21/00 8/06/00 7/01/01 8/10/01
7/21/00 8/06/00 7/02/01 8/12/01 7/22/00 8/07/00 7/02/01 8/11/01
7/24/00 8/07/00 7/03/01 8/13/01 7/24/00 8/08/00 7/03/01 8/13/01
7/28/00 8/08/00 7/04/01 8/14/01 7/28/00 8/09/00 7/04/01 8/14/01
7/29/00 8/09/00 7/26/01 8/15/01 7/29/00 8/23/00 7/27/01 8/15/01
7/30/00 8/25/00 7/27/01 8/16/01 7/30/00 8/25/00 8/02/01 8/16/01
7/31/00 9/14/00 8/2/01 8/17/01 7/31/00 9/13/00 8/05/01 8/17/01

Grs Creek Gdn Creek

2000 2001 2000 2001

7/12/00 8/04/00 5/27/01 6/26/01 7/18/00 7/29/00 5/26/01 7/04/01
7/20/00 8/05/00 5/31/01 6/29/01 7/19/00 7/30/00 5/31/01 7/07/01
7/21/00 8/06/00 6/01/01 6/30/01 7/20/00 7/31/00 6/01/01 7/08/01
7/28/00 8/07/00 6/08/01 7/02/01 7/21/00 8/01/00 6/20/01 7/09/01
7/29/00 8/08/00 6/16/01 7/03/01 7/22/00 8/02/00 6/21/01 7/10/01
7/30/00 8/09/00 6/19/01 7/04/01 7/24/00 8/03/00 6/22/01 7/11/01
7/31/00 8/10/00 6/20/01 7/06/01 7/25/00 8/04/00 6/30/01 7/13/01
8/01/00 8/23/00 6/21/01 7/07/01 7/26/00 8/05/00 7/01/01 7/14/01
8/02/00 8/24/00 6/22/0 1 7/08/0 1 7/27/00 8/06/00 7/02/0 1 7/23/0 1
8/03/00 8/25/00 6/23/01 7/28/00 8/07/00 7/03/01 7/24/01




